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EDtTORIAL 

This is the first blow as we go down swinging. The 
future of the magazine is uncertain but we're 
working on a second edition. We have mainly 
tried to present prose from new Austral ion writers. 
GDS will also feature articles and interviews on 
writers we think are important influences on 
Australian fiction. 

We cannot afford to pay contributors as we are 
funding the magazine ourselves and do not have 
much money. In fact, Myron is $4,000 in debt 
and Kevin has broken his collar bone and is off 
work. 

GDS will appear haphazardly - depending on our 
finances and suitable material. It has taken us 18 
months to produce this issue and we hope to have 
the next one ready later this year. 

Any enquiries, encouragements, contributions, 
reviews, criticisms and offers of help are 
appreciated. All correspondence to be directed 
to: 

EDITORS, GOING DOWN SWINGING 
P .0. BOX 64 COBURG 3058. 

Special thanks to Jennie Stewart and Janine Brophy 
for their help. 

kevin brophy & 
myron I ysenko 



THEBICYCLE MISANTHROPIST 

Peter Anderson 

The student is on his way home from lessons, it is late 
afternoon as he speeds round a corner and notices a flock of sea
gulls over the top of an old warehouse. The wheels of his yellow 

bicycle hum over the road surface, telephone poles pass him one 
at a time. Wires cut through the flock of gulls, and a patch of 
sunlight flashes the spokes as he passes a gap in the buildings. 
For some reason he gets the feeling that the road surface is 
degenerating, his thin tyres bite into the sand. The whole bike 

pauses as he tries to turn the pedals, then slowly begins to fall 
sideways He struggles with his balance, wobbling the handlebars, 
gives up, and topples into the sand. Looking round behind himself 
henotices his tyre tracks emerging over the top of a sand dune 

and running in a single line to where his bike now lies. The 
frame is bending, and he notices the telephone wires dangling 
from the last of a line of poles that came over the dune alongside

his tyre track. Trickles of moisture run down the spokes, 
andthe handlebar tape is damp, the frame twists and the front 
wheelslowly turns half a revolution. There isn't a seagull to 

beseen, there is nothing, just the crying bike, the tyre track, 
andthe end of the telegraph system. The student gets up, pulls 

hisjeans out of his socks and begins wheeling the bike towards 
the next dune. The tyre track divides the sand into two exact 

portions.There are marks in the sand where the bike fell, and 
fromthat ·point on there are also the footprints of the student. 

At thetop of the next dune he pauses. Halfway down the slope 
thereis a sign, it reads, THE BICYCLE MISANTHROPIST. Just 
behindthe sign is a definite dotted line, the student half 

expecftsto see a pair of scissors and instructions for cutting 
thesand in two. As he reaches the line he glances behind and 
thinkshe sees a delivery van in the back of the sign, it is 
backingup towards him, as if he is looking out the door of the 
warehouse.He zooms by on his yellow bicycle watching seagulls. 

The musty smell overtakes him as he steps over the line, and the 
brightframes of the bikes fluttering amongst the branches. His 
yellowmachine urges him on, a flock of wheels with quick release 
hubsgather amongst the tropical leaves. The student caresses the 

leatherof his seat, the spokes; the occasional patch of light 
filters through the jungle canopy, the handlebars curl. Fragrances 
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fling themselves at his senses, and the bicycles' warblings 
smooth over his lambswool jumper. Even though he is not turn
ing the pedals of his machine, the annoying squeak is still in 
need of a drop of oil. He leans the ... against the trunk of 
a tree, it curls round and begins preening its wings. There 
are bikes everywhere, calling to each other through the leaves 
and branches, rolling along the soft decaying forest floor, 
curled on ledges, their pastel handlebars tucked under their 
wings. The student opened his book and began to read. As the 
light gradually faded his wheel began to turn, the dynamo 
hummed gently, and he snuggled into the wings. Occasionally he 
would glance up to note the passing of a red tail light and 
catch the flash of an orange reflector as its wheel spun in the 
fragile night air. 
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WORDSWORTH 

late now satd'y night 
& they've seen kissing 
(the movie was 50's) 
& here after coffee & 
souvlaki a real mess 
in the front seat but 
tongue red tongue & 
electric purple eels 
puffing mountains her 
black satin blouse is 
really quite open she. 
& then some tiny unusual 
species of nocturnal 
bird recites this quite 
fluent wordsworth they 
hear it through the open 
window & for this one 
& this only time in the 
average working week 
she unwraps the hot dog 
& he for his part fills 
the beery tabernacle & 
a key is felt to turn 
and like iron filings 
in a novel by wells 
both fall to the core 
of the earth "it moved" 
she says II I swear it" & 
like some dim future 
species of lovers in a 
novel by olaf stapledon 
they make Something & 
It is all ultimately 
the work of wordsworth 
& this diminutive bird 
as all other things 
start to fall away like 
empty stages of a rocket 
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PETERCAREY 
ANDSHORTFICTION IN AUSTRALIA 

Kate Ahearne 

A kindof literary renaissance occurred in Australian 
literature in the late sixties and early seventies. In 
poetry, drama and fiction we saw a group of young 
writers who questioned and dismissed some of our most 
treasured notions about the forms and functions of 

literature. Short fiction has always been Australia's 
mostconsistently popular and successful literary form 

and nowhereare these changes so apparent as in this 
area.During the middle and late sixties an increasing 

numberof experimental short stories began appearing 
in thelittle magazines and quarterlies and in the 

'underground newspapers throughout the country, 
culminatingin the publication of several significant 
collections. Frank Moorhouse's Futility and other 

Animals appeared in 1969 and was followed by collections
from Michael Wilding, Murray Bail, Vicki Viidikas 
Kris Hemenslay, Colin Talbot and others in the early 

seventies. In their own ways these writers have 
rejectedthe traditional 'Australian' literary values, 
and allowed the influence of overseas movements to 
pervadetheir work. This is particularly clear in the 

attitudetowards realism. Until this time short story 
writersin this country had accepted without question 

and almostwithout exception the Bulletin standard of 
realismas epitomised in the short stories of Henry 

Lawson,Vance Palmer had been the major influence on 
the short story in the period following Lawson, and 

he hadembraced the Bulletin tradition. He and the 
overwhelmingmajority of writers in the thirties, 

forties and fifties could best be described as social 
realists.

From amongthe large body of experimental fiction 
producedin Australia in the last decade or so, we can 

distinguishone very strong tendency, and that is the 
movementtowards fabulism. In his article, "Australian 
Developmentsin Short Fiction" (World Literature 
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Written In English XV,1976, 359-66) Bruce Bennet 
discusses Frank Moorhouse, Michael Wilding Murray Bail
and Peter Carey, and makes the claim that "Peter 
Carey's The Fat Man In History (1974) stamps him as 
the major talent among these new writers." I assume 
that this claim is made on the basis of Carey's 
achieve ment as a fabulist. He goes on to say that 
"Carey's fertile imagination and narrative skill do 
away with the verbal and structural gimmicry that ha s 
sometimes marred modern experiments in short fiction.
He is a true fabulator." Bennet makes the following 
remarks about fabulism in his article, quoting the 
American critic Robert Scholes, who "resuscitated t he 
term 'fabulators' over a decade ago to describe the 
contemporary American writers who were leading fiction
away from the attempt to 'represent reality' towards 
more consciously shaped, verbally oriented 'fabulous 
version of reality. Like Aesop's ancient fabling, 
modern fabulators were supposed to fabricate tales 
that related to actual human life not be representing
or reflecting it, but by way of 'ethically controlled
fantasy'." 

The fabulist short story is one of the earliest for ms 
of literature. Any of the stories from the Bible are 
fabulist stories. Jesus told fabulist stories in the 
form of parables to his followers. We would have little
difficulty in classifying the Odyssey as a collectio n 
of fabulist tales and there are strong elements of 
fabulism in both Chaucer and Bocaccio. 

With regard to the particular literary influences on 
Peter Carey's work, Bennet says that "Literary 
parallels can be discerned,in particular, Barthelme, 
Vonnegut and Evelyn Waugh." Carey himself, in an 
interview with Carig Munro, Makar Vol 12, No.2, mention
Faulkner, Beckett and Kafka, but says "Most of the 
things I'vedone are intuitive to a large extent. If 
there were any influences they would have been Faulkner
a bi t and maybe Saul Bellow and Donleavy." 

With a new volume of short stories just published by 
The University of Queensland Press (WAR CRIMES), it 
se ems a good time to have a closer look at fabulism 
and at Peter Carey's first book, THE FAT MAN IN HISTORY.
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There will be a brief assessment of the direction Peter 
Careyhas taken with WAR CRIMES at the end of this 

article.

Bennet'sremarks point to the two major aspects of 
fabulism.The fabulist tale is an "ethically controlled 
fantasy", a fable with a moral intent. The allegorical 

modeand the moral purpose constitute the central 
elements of fabulism. The allegorical structure tends, 

moreoften than not, towards the fantastic and away 
from realism. From these two basic requirements, 

severalcharacteristics emerge. Bennet quotes from an 
international collection (unnamed) in an attempt to 

establish what fabulism might mean in practice: "There 

is an obsession with linguistic structure rather than 
with symbolicmeanings. Realism of character and even 

location has been largely abandoned, and in their 
place,the hallucinatory theme, the dream-like setting 

and thedriven, self-contained narrator have become 
dominant... the external becomes diminished and the 
writermoves away from objective reality, away from 
history,away from plot, away from defined character 

untilthe subjective perception of the narrator is 
the onlyguaranteed fact in the fiction." Although 

theseremarks apply well to most fabulist literature, 
particularly to writers like Kafka and Brautigan, and 

in Australia,Murray Bail, we strike a problem when 
we tryto apply them to Peter Carey. For instance, 

symbolicmeanings are particularly important in Carey's 
work,especially in the fabulist stories ... the tow 

truck in'Crabs', the dolls in 'Peeling', the line in 
'A WindmillIn The West', and in these stories the 
symbolsusually have a readily assignable meaning. The 
tow trucksums up the author's feelings about western 

urbanisedtechnological society. Carey's work is more 
like straight parable than most fabulist writing. He 

achievesmuch of his effect through directly engaging 
the reader'sparticipation. For this reason we do, in 

fact,see a strong interest in character. But it is an 
interest in the creation of personality rather than a 

concernwith character development. Carey's people tend 
to behave in allegorical ways. 

But themost significant way in which Carey's work 
differsfrom the norm of fabulist literature is in his 
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attitude to realism. Perhaps the major impact of Peter
Carey's work in general, and of the fabulist stories in
particular is his fusion of the subjective, the 
'fantasy' and the 'real'. In each of the stories he 
examines some aspect of the relationship and the interaction

between the subjective, experienced reality and
the unattainable but manipulative exterior reality. Far
from moving away from objective reality, Carey examines
it closely. In order to do this, he makes particular 
use of realism. The most successful fabulist stories 
begin from a completely 'realist' position, and move 
by degrees into fantasy. 'Crabs' begins with a young 
man taking his girl to the drive-in, and you cannot say
just when you find yourself in a surreal narrative from
which neither you nor the hero can escape. The reader 
is not asked to suspend belief, but rather, belief is 
compelled, until you realise with a shock that the real
situation has become fantastic, and the fantasy is real.
The story is a metaphor for itself. 

All of the fabulist stories in the collection depend 
a shock or twist ending to a certain extent. In this 
case, Crabs escapes from the Drive-in only to find the
external world deserted and himself isolated outside 
the barbed wire fence. Ironically there is no escape 
from reality either way. Incidentally, the 'sting on 
the tail' ending owes a lot to the magazine story of 
the kind that O'Henry excelled at, and which has been 
popular ever since, and one of Carey's major attribut 
is his saleability. He is the kind of writer that 
appeals to a wide range of readers. 

'Crabs' is a powerful story, but an examination of ho 
it achieves its impact reveals some of the weaknesses 
inherent in the fabulist position and in the work of 
Peter Carey in particular. On a second reading, the 
story yields little more than its original (although 
powerful) superficial meaning. In fact it yields a good
deal less because the element of surprise is missing. 
And the dependence on the shock ending means that the 
point being made is generally singular and simple. The
use of structure to metaphorise a point being made, 
although striking in effect, tends to make the stories
somewhat mechanistic, and it is important to notice 
most of the fabulist stories have the same basic 
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structure.The heavy reliance on plot as the chief 
elementof structure at the expense of character 

development minimises the chances of a basic, 
emotionalrelationship between the reader and the 
protagonist. So that although Carey does manage to 

involvethe reader, it is an intellectual rather than
an emotional involvement. Probably we cannot 

expectthe short story to involve us at all levels of 
our experience, however these stories do seem to be 

brittleand empty compared to, say, some of Hal 
Porter's earlier stories, or any of Frank Moorhouse's 
collections. The characters are static, neither growing

through experience, nor being gradually revealed. 
The problemarises out of Carey's particular apprehension

of the nature of the individual reality as 
particularand static, without any real possibility of 

growth.And of course we cannot argue against the 
validityof his view. 

But perhaps the most insidious problem we face with 
fabulistliterature is the didacticism which seems to 
be a necessary part of the writer's intention. "Ethically
controlled fantasy" is literature with a message, 

and allof Carey's fabulous stories are didactic in 
this way.When asked by Craig Munro, "Do you plan any 
of yourstories from beginning to end?" Carey replied 

"Oh, sure, lots of them. " This reply suggests a 
furtherexplanation for the mechanistic nature of 

some of the stories, and also implies that the writer 
has setout with a firm point to be made. We do not, 

in thestrictly fabulist stories, ever get the 
ipmressionthat Carey himself has learned anything 

from thewriting experience, but rather that he is 
communicatinga discovered fact. I suspect this 

attitudehas a narrowing effect. Further, the didactic 
purposeimplies a sense of superiority in the author 

whichmany readers might find offensive. None of this 
is to implythat Carey offers easy solutions. Nothing 
could befurther from the truth. 

The otherfabulist stories in the collection add little 
in thebasic patterns observed in 'Crabs'. But each 

expandsa little, one aspect or another of . Carey's 
apprehensionof the nature of reality, and its 

relationshipto the individual. 
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In 'Peeling' the protagonist, like Crabs, fears any exam
ination of reality, but while making love with the woman
upstairs he starts to peel away her clothing (self) to 
reveal finally nothing, a limbless doll. The hero in 
'Life And Death In The South Side Pavilion' is employed 
to keep a group of horses from falling into a pool. But 
the pool is designed specifically to encourage horses 
to fall into it. This vicious circle is related to the 
theme of isolation. The hero is as helpless in his 
attempts at love as he is at saving the horses. He 
discovers that "Every time I fuck Marie I kill a horse."
And in 'A Windmill In The West' Carey shows how the
isolation of the individual leads to a questioning of 
our basic a priori knowledge of 'objective' reality in 
the powerful symbol of the confusion of east and west 
when the hero can no longer be sure which side of the 
line he is defending. 

There is a second group of fabulist stories that do not 
move from realism into fantasy but rather operate 
completely from the fantastic plane. These are 'Report 
On The Shadow Industry' and 'Conversations With Unicorns'.
The first is heavily didactic. It is not a satisfying 
story, and is marred by preciousneis on the author's 
part, which is most obvious in the closing lines of that
story ... "My own feelings about the shadows are 
ambivalent. For here I have manufactured one more: 
elusive, unsatisfactory, hinting at greater beauties 
and more profound mysteries that exist somewhere before 
the beginning and somewhere after the end." ..... a claim
that this story certainly cannot make for itself. But 
at the same time this is a clear statement of one of 
Carey's most central recurring themes: the isolation of
the individual. 'Conversations With Unicorns' shows the
frustration and isolation of the individual who is 
fortunate or unfortunate enough to see objectively the 
causes of the destructive impulse in society. It is the
kind of frustration one would experience in trying to 
describe colour to a blind person. Perhaps this is how
Carey sees himself. Both these stories are constructed
along traditional fabulist lines and neither is 
especially noteworthy. 

A further group of stories operates in completely 
realistic terms. These are 'American Dreams' and the 
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And the title story 'The Fat Man In History' ·. The 
latter story adds further twists on the theme of the 
individual being manipulated by unknown and unknowable 

forces which pervades the collection. 

The only story in the collection that offers a positive 
outlook is 'Happy Story', a small masterpiece of 

evocation.

Finallythere are three stories which are not fabulist 
at all, in any strict sense. These are'She Wakes', 

Whichcould best be called a sketch, 'Withdrawal' and 
'RoomNo.5 (Escribo)'. The latter two stories are, in my

opinion, the finest in the collection. This is 
interesting in itself, particularly as Bennet bases 

his claims for Peter Carey on his ability as a 
fabulist. Having pointed out some of the limitations 

of the fabulist position, I would go so far as to 
say thatit is precisely because these stories are 
not fabulist that Carey is able to achieve so much with

them. 'Withdrawal' and 'Room No.5 (Escribo)' 
areboth surprisingly complex stories. 

Sexualityis a constantly recurring ·symbol for Carey. 
He usesit to describe the impossibility of contact 

betweenpeople, and the wider impossibility of contact 
betweenthe individual, subjective reality and the 

exterior, collective reality. With the exception of 
'Happy Story' Carey never uses sex to denote a positive

creative possibility. It is while Crabs and his 
girlfriendare screwing in the back seat that the 
Carboysstrip the Dodge and the trouble begins. For 
Crabs,sex is a status symbol. In 'Peeling'it is the 
sexualimpulse that leads to the peeling of the woman, 

layerby layer to reveal nothing but a limbless doll, 
an abortion. In 'South Side Pavilion' the hero finds that

"Every time I fuck Marie I kill a horse." 
FlorenceNightingale uses sex to show favouritism 

to theFantoni-apparent in the 'Fat Man In History'. 
For thephysically repellant fat man, sex is impossible in

any "genuine" way. 

In manyways Carey is eclectic and derivattve of a 
branchof fiction that has done well in other places, 
particularlythe United States. But he leaves his own 
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distinctive mark on the fabulist medium. His vision
is not a cheery one, but it is a view to be taken 
seriously. 

Many people who read The Fat Man In History with 
excitement and pleasure will be wondering wether the 
virtuosity of this first collection will be consolid-
ated, wether Carey will continue in his attempt to 
widen the horizons of fabulism, wether he will succumb
to the limitations of the medium, or wether he will 
take another tack. 

The five years between his first and second collection
have wrought many changes for short fiction and for 
Australian literature in general. We have seen a wave
of new Writers come to the fore in the area of short
fiction. Most of the new collections seem to be strongly

reactionary, with a resurgence of interest in the
social realist mode of writing. For instance, the 
most successful of these new writers seems to be James
McQueen who has appeared in most of the respectable 
quarterlies and weekly newspapers, carried off several
major prizes and produced a collection, The Electric
Beach. The present situation seems to be strongly in
favour of a re-hash of old literary modes - Vance 
Palmer in modern dress. Of the four writers discussed
in Bennet's article, only the non-fabulists, Moorhouse
and Wilding have continued to publish ... In Moorhouse's
case, with considerable success. 

A strange situation faces the story writer at the 
moment. Editors of the more respectable magazines 
have so much short fiction that there is generally 
a long wait between acceptance and publication. At 
the Association for the Study of Australian Literature
Society Conference in 1978, during a symposium on 
the short story, John McLaren of Overland remarked 
that he is forced to hold short stories for eighteen 
months or so. These established magazines have become
very conservative. On the other hand, the small 
alternative magazines are not receiving enough adventurous

fiction of high quality to print. (As Going 
Down Swinging has found out - editor.) During my two 
years experience with the Poets' Union access program
Writers' Radio on 3CR, I have been astonished at the 
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lack ofprom1s1ng fiction when there seems to be so 
much excitingpoetry about. Even allowing for the 

fact that radio seems to demand a certain narrative 
conservatism, the material has been consistently 

disappointing So what is happening? 

For onething, it is probably quite natural that there 
shouldbe reaction against the experimentalism of the 
latesixties and early seventies. The magazine Tabloid 

Story is a case in point. Since its beginnings in 
Sydneywith Moorhouse, Wilding and Carmel Kelly it 

hasundergone a complete reversal. Now based in 
Melbourneit publishes a limited range of conservative 

shortfiction. Admittedly the editors are beholden to 
thenewspapers in which their broadsheet appears, and 
thismust have a considerable influence on the choice 

of materialfor publication. On the .credit side, 
Tabloid story does pay its contributors at the standard

A.S.A. rate of 80 dollars per 1000 words. In fact 
writers who want to make some kind of professional 

stand can't afford the underground or alternative 
pressand must succumb to editorial taste in the 

conservative quarterlies. Apart from Tabloid story 
there is, to my knowledge, only one short story 

magazine Inprint, which received at last count, a 
Literature Board subsidy of four hundred dollars. 

Coast To coast is no longer with us and there are 
generally fewer opportunities. 

Otherfactors are probably important too, like the 
stronginterest in performance. This has been most 
obviousin poetry, and the short fiction writer can 
onlytake advantage of readings and even workshops 
it seems, by maintaining a fairly traditional 
narrative thread. 

Whateverhappens in the future we can only hope that 
thepresent trend will be short lived and we will 
see a resurgence of interest in the experimental and 

challening impulse that lay behind the undoubted 
successof Carey's first collection and the work of 
Moorhouse,Wilding and Murray Bail. 

****** 
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Since this article was prepared for print, Peter 
Carey's second collection of short stories, WAR 
CRIMES has been published by the Queensland Univ
ersity Press. In the present issue we can only 
make a sketchy appraisal of the book, unfortunately. 
It is a very fine collection of stories and has been 
well worth waiting for. The high standard of the 
first collection is in no way diminished in these 
new stories. In fact, if anything, it hasimproved. 
Like the stories in THE FAT MAN IN HISTORY, most 
of these are fabulist tales to one extent or another 
but this collection is not so much marked by the 
deep note of despair which runs through most of the 
earlier stories, or if it is there, it is adifferent 
kind of despair. THE FAT MAN IN HISTORY had been 
largely concerned with the unknown and unknowable 
forces which manipulate the individual in modern 
society. In this second collection, these forces 
are no longer unknowable, but are seen to arise 
from the actions of individual people, as they 
struggle for survival and for power over others. 

Perhaps because Carey puts the onus on the conscience
of the individual, there is something much more 
positive about this collection. It is difficult to 
choose one story which would stand out from the rest 
in this collection, but the title story, 'War Crimes'
is perhaps the most powerful in its effect, and this 
is probably because Carey has managed to implicate 
the reader to a large extent in the horrifying tale 
he has to tell of the ruthlessness of the business 
world. 

It sells for a very reasonable $7.95 in the hardback 
edition. 

* * * * * 

Excerpt of a letter from peter carey: 

I've read Kate's piece a couple of times. A few 
comments. 
a. I am not as confident of the readily assignable 
meaning of symbols as she is. What the tow-truck 
means to Kate is not necessarily what it means to me.
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'Crabs' and 'Peeling' to take just two of the stories 
were neverintended as didactic and, far from being 
attemptsto communicate a discovered fact, were the 

result o f purely intuitive processes. I began both 
storieswithout knowing how they would end. I am 

still ata loss to think of how they could be didactic
Perhaps it's because those damned SYMBOLS mean 

things toKate that they don't mean to me. 
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AN EXTENSION
Julie Powell 

crookedtrees, a corner road that winds and bends. 
an emptyyellow telephone box, maroon chair wet from 
a the rain.faces through car windows. 

largedogs walk slowly past me waiting watching. I hold
my breath I'm not going to the park yet 

becausethey will follow me. 

The workmenare confused 
overallsthey hold neat 
their hands.when I see 

walkingand watch their 

they walk by in their 
white paper lunches in 
them looking they keep 
shoes as they pass. 

blue 

There arewomen walking up and down the street one 
looks ina window. a little boy in striped jacket 

runsacross the road to get his dog it is bigger 
than himit looks tame. the road curves, the grey 
roof tilesdisappear. four schoolgirls with grey 

stockingsand blue uniforms laugh together I look 
at oneof them the one with curly hair and gold 
earringsgiggles and puts her hand over her mouth 
as theygo by. white bricks, green curtains on the 

housethat faces the street white lines. four 
schoolgirls with hot pies and cool drinks one 

laughingwith mouth full. signs saying now open 
flashingyellow lights at the corner a white haired 

ladyin a green overcoat and blue trousers. 

The parkis cold. a man with a brown leather case 
walks downthe path he sneezes looks towards me 

andn nods.the swings are empty the seats wet from 
the rain the magpies cry to each other in the trees 

then swoopdown to the grass and walk around pecking 
bits andpieces out of the fallen leaves. there is 

a slightmist over the top end of the park near an 
old tenniscourt. 

I look overto the right a train passes a flock 
of greywhite birds lift from the ground and fly away

the bare trees with birds perched on the 
highest branches.my fingertips white I blow warm breath

through my hands. 
19 



there is a thin line that runs down his spine and 
ends with the curve of his buttocks a thin white 
line down the centre of the road rocks and sticks 
at the edges. grey sky, cement, a pale girl with 
limp hair a young man with crutches, children -
one on a bicycle the other chasing along the foot
path. 

I blend in sometimes today in the park with my 
maroon skirt and navy shirt, I could easily go 
unnoticed among the greeny red trees and brown 
leaves, I look down at the park seat it is also 
maroon I smile and imagine that from a distance 
I could look like an extension of the backrest 
just another piece of the landscape. perhaps if I 
move the whole scene might change enough for some 
one to notice. I will stay motionless. the park 
looks good when it is empty. 
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NOTESFROM INSIDE 

Richard Tokatlian 

Wednesday... 
I think feel or something that I was in the Maths classroom 

thinkingor feeling or something about anything and everything 
except Maths.

We werein the only place in the world that doesn't spin, talking
aboutsex, and the sky closed in on us and rained, and, and, and

... . There was thunder thundering, like at the end of the world
and I don't know what it meant .. 

All Ireally know is that I've been flung into a confused world 
full ofconfused people. Nothing around me is stable or makes 

sense.Everything is mist. I don't know if I'm awake or asleep. 
I don'tknow much. The things I know are irrelevant. Mr Pozobbon 

tells me all about how to balance equations, but that doesn't 
reallyhelp me see what things mean. 

I still livein a fantasy world most of the day. Today, in my 
fantasyworld, I committed suicide for the sixteenth time, once 
for everyyear. On one occasion I lay on my back and jumped off 

myself. Anothertime I put arsenic in my arsenic. 
I keepsneezing. They say it's hay fever but I think I'm just 

allergicto myself. 
Mainly,though - I don't think at all. I just feel. I sit there 
and feelemotions, because I can't think rationally any more. I 

haven'thad a rational thought since last Friday. Last Friday I 
thoughtwe were in Rats' alley, where the dead men lost their 

homes(this is also what T.S. Eliot once thought) Instead, I 
sit andfeel emotions. The problem is - not only can't I think 
properly;but I can't feel properly either. I haven't had a 

rationalthought since last Friday. Not one, unless you want to 
countfrustration, despair, and an extreme case of nothingness, 
not tomention an overwhelming passion for my pillow. 
At nightsometimes I think my pillow is Julie. At school some-
timesI think Julie is my pillow. I don't know what else I think. 

Mainly though - I don't think. I just feel - or have I already 
told youthat? The point is, I don't feel rationally. Only about 

two percentof my feelings have names. The rest don't even have 
serial numbers.

Thursday... 
We werein the bus going home from bowling, with the rain pounding

over the window and the thunder thundering. The rain was cold 
and grey,and like twilight, and like the end of the world. My 
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friend Reda sat next to me to discuss the importance of penis size
I don't know why. 
And speaking of penises, I still fuck the old pillow. My father 
still thinks I'm a poof, however, because he caught me reading 
'Hamlet' one day. Now he gives me dirty pictures to look at, but
I don't need them because I've got plenty of dirty pictures of 
Julie printed in my mind. (Which is probably why it's out of order
Julie is the girl who looks like my pillow, I think, or maybe 
pillow looks like her. I don't know. I don't know anything ... 
Nothing, except -
My pillow looks like the dirty pictures of Julie in my mind, and
Julie looks like the pictures my pillow looks like, and and ... 
Would somebody hold my hand? 

Friday ... 
Today is the one week anniversary of the time I thought and felt
we were in Rats' alley. I've been living in instability for all
that time, my mind clouded in fog, with little or no idea about
what was going on around me; and even less about what was going
on inside me. 
All I know is that it's very late and I'm very tired. 
People cry, and that's bad. Other people can't cry, and that's 
even worse. I, for one, can't cry. I leave it inside where it rips

me up, where it ticks like a bomb. . 
(Prayer To God: "God, help me to love. Amen." Such a beautiful
noble, humble prayer - but why should he answer the prayers of an
atheist? He doesn't. I don't know what love is, I don't know 
hate is; there are many things I don't know. Maybe I love my 
pi 11 ow.) 
Anyway, I was upset today. I had to do something bad. I wrote Mr.
King Sucks Knobs on the toilet wall. It made me feel like a 
literary genius. Then Robert Carr and I played tennis with a 
on the desk. Eric Riviland threw water at me as I was smoking in
the toilet, yelling "Fire Fire!" Julie's friend Kerri pulled down
my pants, and I told Neil I was sterile. He thought I meant sexually-
, but of course I meant emotionally. 
All my days are like this; I don't know where I'm going. I think
I'd be static were it not for the fact that I'm being pushed 
towards places into which I don't want to be. I think They're try-
ing to put a leash around me and walk me up dark roads. Yes, 
that's what I think. That's almost exactly what I think. 

At school I study accounting, which is stupid, because an account-
ant is the second most repugnant idea I know. The first most 
repugnant is being a computer operator. I tried to garnish my 
journal and ledger with a bit of colour, but Mr Dunlop said "This
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isn't anart class, Mr Tokatlian. " Then I tried to put advertising
fees as a credit instead of a debit, because advertising is 

now a businessmakes its money, how a business makes its money 
is calledrevenue and credit, not a debit. I tried to explain 

this toMr Dunlop, but he said "This isn't a philosophy class, 
Mr Tokatlian"I told Mr Dunlop to get stuffed, but this was 

only afterhe'd left. I'm too much of a robot to say it to his face

They'veenslaved my mind, keeping it in the galleon of conformity
rowingthe oars of banality in the sea of materialism. In 
other words,I'm scared of them. 

They'rebig, and they've ganged up on me. 

Saturday... Here I am:a crazy bastard, hoping that, given time I might 
achievesome degree of understanding myself, or at least a 

littlemental stability. Somewhere far away is a man, or at 
leasta legible facsimile of one, with my name. Whatever I do 

now will affecthim, and I don't want to ruin his life. I've 
alreadyruined mine. How can I decide the future when I'm still 
tryingto work out the past, and the present is a mess? 

Butthat's not my real problem. My real problem is whether or 
not I should continue studying Physics and Chemistry next year. 

I alwaystry to turn real problems into ideological conflicts 
to makethem seem more significant and literary. 
I don'tknow what in Hell I'm talking about. I'm just raving, 
as usual.I don't know. I don't know ... 

I don'tknow where I'm going. I don't know if it's the right place.

I'vegot some other problems too; some really good ones. One of 
them is'Who am I?' This is a good problem, and quite a popular 

one also.Then there's an oldie but a goodie - 'What is the 
purpose of life?' These are both excellent problems. I'm proud of them.

They keep me busy on rainy nights, when the rain hisses 
outsidemy door. 

The rainis usually cold and grey, like me. 

Sunday... Last nightwe went to a disco where we smoked and got pissed. 
Soem of usfucked, but I didn't because I'm anti-social and ugly:

'Not shaped for sportive tricks, nor made to court an 
amorous looking glass, I, that am rudely stamped, and want 

Love'smajesty, to strut before a wanton ambling nymph.' 
That's from Shakespeare's King Richard III. My father still 
thinksI'm a poof because I read that stuff. He obviously 
hasn'tseen the dirty photo album in my head, and besides -

what'swrong with being a poof? My father gives me dirty 
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pictures, but they look nothing like Julie or my pillow, or anyone
else I know. 

Monday ... 
"Petersen, you're an android!" I said to Petersen 
"What?" he said to me. 
"An android ... Don't you know what a fucking android is? Don't
you watch Lost In Space?" 
"What makes you say that?" 
"You have no feelings ... no emotions . " 
"Bul 1 shit." 
"You're just a machine. You always do what you're programmed 
You're not human." 
"Shut up you dumb wog." 
"Who programmed you to say that, Petersen?" 
"No-one." 
"I think we should re-cycle you and get aluminium cans instead
"Get stuffed." 
"Watch it, you might tilt yourself." 
"Ha-Ha." 
"I'd like to get my hands on the bastard who built you. " 
"Very funny." 
"Are you positive or negative? AC or DC? Didn't I see you in Star
Wars? Would you like a drink of oil? 0o you short circuit your
every time you have a piss? I hope you're not radioactive. Or 
you work on solar energy? Maybe those pimples are really sola · 
cells. Why don't you lock yourself in a dark room and die? " 
... And Petersen started to cry. So ended my comedy monologue. 
I was very jealous at him for his ability to cry. I can't cry. I . 
can't, but an android can. What does that make me? 

Tuesday ... 
A bulldozer came to our school today to tear away the grass. It
wanted to tear away the grass to make room for more asphalt. Stupid
machine ... machines are senseless, violent things. I don't know

why God made them. 

I still don't know what anything means, I still can't think or 
feel properly, I' m still insane, I still don't know where I'm
going or what I'll be when I get there, I still fuck pillows, · 
still play tennis with bibles, I still have dreams about suicide
I still try to put some aesthetic value into my accounting, and
father still thinks I'm a poof. 

Did you know my penis is so small that I need a pair of tweezers
and a magnifying glass to masturbate? Julie knows this. I told
her, but I think she'd already guessed. Then I asked what her 
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private parts were like, and she drew me a picture of them. The 
pictureshe drew had aesthetic value, not like Mr Dunlop's 

accounting.It was almost like the ones in my mind. It was 
almostexactly like them, but that doesn't mean much. 
Nothingmeans much, nothing at all means much. 
Life iswhat you make it, of course, but what you make it 
dependswhat you are - and who decides what you are? Life 

decides,of course. 
I wonderif Julie or my pillow know this. 
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PATRICK FLANAGAN 

Geoff Aldridge 

I wake up underneath the pier it feels like oyster shells between
my toes a smell of salt. I wonder what's happened to my shoes, 
on one elbow ... I'm pulling the body up now ... one shoe floats
on the skimming edge of the tide ... the other is buried in sand
beneath my head. My nose is clogged up with something ... sand 
it tickles ... the hair juicy with sweat ... the black coat rotten
foul with my own spew ... reek of piss it must have been the sound
of running water in my dreams ... the boats rise and fall ... the
slurp of the sea ... squealing of gulls ... cats miaowing crows
cawing when the ocean is on fire ... the ocean burning in my dreams
but I have no dreams ... the waking is the dream the concrete 
bottle of plonk, plonked down beside me, that's a dream, the sleep
is real the white lady comes and washes me with fire a holy 
baptism for my rusted eyelids shut against the day ... Jesus I 
used to kiss your feet the sky full of stars splattered sperm 
night at sea ... I was catholic, I still am Irish me, Patrick, a
good catholic name ... Flanagan a good Irish one ... 20 years a 
ships' carpenter working in the holds full of mice squashing the
bastards with my hammer 3 pound it weighed made a mess, yes/ and
sometimes they were not/hit square on and would squeal like my 
innards do now bejesus they are full of cancer and the meths christ
if I lit a match now bits of me would splatter the harbour all
over a nice mess it would make not a pretty sight this corpse 
I'm lying in but I've seen worse in the Navy, yes a man with no
head still swaying with a bottle in his hand, the captain said 
was divine retribution ... the scotch came from his private stock
what a bastard/I liked him/ he was a hard man like me hard as 
chisels and hammers hard as a carpenter's right arm like mine 
lies there now stiff with the arthritis, maybe rigor mortis, I 
don't know, I suppose a man can die by degrees/ from the feet up
slowly until the numb feeling reaches the eyelids ... the forehead
and no more ... the top of your head like a boiled egg sliced of
memory ... 

yes, take me, an expert in the hammer game the chisel stakes a 
carpenter always on the level a seaman me Patrick full-of-shit
Flanagan, farting old Patrick yes I think I've been dead for years
and will be for always and ever since I left my girl crying in 
that room somewhere me insane restless and walking off for a ship
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- And a drinkand a woman with tattoos ... I left her yes and I 
think/shee was my daughter, and I remember not her face now but 

the soundof her crying made in the roomas I left as from a 
distance a longway from me from my heart cold thing/hard fish 
- it is/my evil pulsing heart surely wept or weeps now or 

will weepforever as I die now under this pier, these rotting 
boards/thisis what an Indian sailor told me once was KARMA 
yes KARMA astrange word that Patrick, it means I have hurt 

and now Ihurt and will always hurt here even in the raving 
cold fishmy heart even the rotten cancer of Patrick's 

heart evenin the spinning cold eye of my dreams I hurt this is 
a calm eggcentre of any port in a storm ... in my dreams my 

heart leapslike a fish and cries out/ in my waking in pain I 
long for thelong drink of the sun on my back as it used to come 
in the morningsat sea and I dreamed I fell into a bottle full 
of eyes yourgreen eyes the sea dark breath of you yes even now 
dying, theold sailor is afraid afraid I'm breathless I'm 

breathlessfeet unstable on the planks now·gone I'm gone the 
is pluckedan invisible hand closes my breath the door is 

shut/gangplank up/ I reach into the red wine of death the 
high sun currentsof it/ flow/ yes/ and the heart of the world 

never skippeda beat ........................................ . 
..... oh sweet jesus/ is that a seagull on my face? 
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LEADING TO MURDER 
Stephen J Williams

It is strange how one thing leads to another. Or maybe it is
not so strange, all our world is bound up in cause and effect
I find it difficult to understand what an isolated event is 

The city is windy this evening. The smoke from my cigar is 
too quickly for me to enjoy its aroma. Funny, how one thing
leads to another. The smoke from my beautiful cigar will end
somebody elses face. Maybe he will enjoy it, maybe he won't
If I were mad, I could take a disliking to this man, for 
partaking of the pleasure which I purchased for myself alone
and which was denied me by the wind. I might then, if I were
insane, begin to rave, call the man a capitalist lackey and a
parasite, kick him in the groin, and hold my hands tight a 
his throat until the colour of his cheeks was scarlet. Then,
standing back to watch him recover from the pain and fright
could say straight to his face, "You should have known better."
He would not have the slightest idea what good reasons produced
my actions, but he might try to kill me, if I gave him the 
opportunity. 

Let me take a look at this man standing beside me. Who is he?
Does he have a steady girlfriend, or maybe a boyfriend? From
his confident mien I summize that he is more cock-suckee than
sucker, and from the colour of his clothes that today he is an
uncomplient lover. Long, dark, straight hair adds to the 
mystery of his thin hollowed face. Altogether he seems a very
pleasant person. Possibly he would not try to kill me, if 
tried to kill him. He would be too frightened. Almost certainly
too frightened by the prospect of dying or killing. He is not
a man who enjoys pain - but then, who does? 

When the lights change I will follow him, walk a littles slowerr
and let him get ahead. 

He has a bouncy, self-confident walk, much like the way I walk
when in love, or after a satisfying sexual exploit. Although
the reasons for such a walk could be many and varied, possibly
his peculiar reason is similar to mine. One thing leads to 
another. Certainly the causes of same effects need not necessarily

be the same, especially in cases like this, but it is 
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possible.Failure and misery can lead to suicide, but so too 
can philosophy.Unrequited love and rejection can lead to 

heartbreakbut too much of a rough whisky can have much 
the sameeffect. 

And nowthis man is leading me - where, I don't know. 

It is onlyjust beginning to get dark at eight o'clock this 
time of year.The city side-walks are not busy. Most people 
have bythis time caged themselves in restaurants, clubs and 

cinemas.

He turnsinto a small lane between two tall buildings, and I 
quicklyfoll ow. 

Fidgetingin his coat pocket for a while, he eventually 
producesa ring of keys, and searching through them, singles 

out onefor use. 

There areabout a dozen people in this canyon. How does an ant 
feel walking between blades of grass or around huge trees? I 
don't suppose that I shall ever know that. For the ant, tree 
is not "tree". For the ant "tree" verges on "universe". And 

for myuniverse - where is the forest? I cannot presume to 
know anything: even that ants do not kill each other, just 
becauseI have never seen a murderous ant. Of the people around 
me, whois the murderer? Perhaps it is I? 

Wait now!I must be careful here. He has turned into a dimly 
lit alleyand stopped beside his small blue car. I can't follow

him any further now. I must wait to see what happens. 
If hedrives away that will be the end of it, except that I 

could takehis car's registration number. If he does not drive 
away - what then? Shall I follow him even further? No. I don't 
think so.I will just watch his car a while and think. 

It isthe rear, left-hand-side door that he chooses to open. 

Crouchingin, he retrieves a tatty manila folder from the floor. 
After checkingthe folder's contents, he slams the door shut, 

locksit, and quickly walks away. 

Again,the same question comes to me, because I am looking for 
a fitting conclusion to this episode: what do I do now? Take 

the registration number? 

- 105 
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Somehow though, that is not so dramatic an ending as I had
hoped it would be. All the plays I like have some shattering
tragic denoument. Yet here there is nothing, absolutely 
nothing. What sort of ending can I concoct, what drama can
I inject into this void? I might vandalise the car, if I 
thought I could derive -some lasting pleasure from the act. 
But I could not. To scratch or dent the thing, or even to 
smash one of its windows, is only a provocation, and therefore
futile, because the provocation is anonymous. Vandalism is 
not profound. At least, vandalism per se is not profound. 

Death is profound, I suppose. Profound also is anything which
encompasses or entails death. So birth, murder, tragedy and
war are harem to a common master. 

At twenty-three minutes past eight o'clock this evening there
is some untold hate raging in my soul. I cannot say it here -
not even to myself. 

My hand is poised tensely on the rear-vision mirror of the
car. The street and the alley are empty. In a fit of anger, 
even the most timid constitution is capable of murder. A murder
that has nothing at all to do with anything. A murder which is
not really a murder at all, but an isolated event complete 
governed by chance. I will smash this mirror, the only rear
vision mirror either in or on the car. I will also smash the
tail-lights of the car. Both these things will greatly increase
the probability of this car being involved in a serious an 
fatal accident. 

So my work is done. There! It is finished! 



BIG TEASE 

Ania Walwicz 

She'sa big teaser. She took him half the way there. Only one 
halafor a quarter, or even less. Than that. She wore these silk 

stockings.With a black line down the back. Snakeskin pumps. 
She'sa pretty girl. The only thing she was ever good at. She. 

She didn'thave any men friends. My mother flirts with the 
tailors.They drop their needles. They laugh with pink, distended 

faces.She's a big teaser. She's this big tease. Big. She knew 
what theywere after. So she was going to give it to them. Not 

by ahalf or a quarter or even less. Not at all. You get some 
sneakyways if you can't hit. And angry. He couldn't hardly 

wait. Broke a box, taking me home. Looked ridiculous. And in 
one bighurry. You can tell when someone just aims. I was talking
to Bruce at an opening. Bruce doesn't like me. And he wants 

to.I'm talking to this Bruce at an opening. I'm talking. Bruce, 
thishe, drinks this red wine. This claret in a cut glass. Hello 
BruceI say and more. Bruce hates me. And he wants to. Bruce 

doesn'tlove me. Bruce swings his hand around with a full 
tumbler.Bruce gets too happy with himself. I watch the hand, 
the glassdescribe an arc, and spill the red on someone else's 
whitetrousers. I'm this big flirt who put a knife in this 
man'sgut. Made him squirt. 
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(said in a cop's voice, gruff but kindly) 

according to your statement; 

you were looking after your sister's house 

Eric Beach 

you arrived home at, what was it? about 2 in th morning? 

yes - 2 in th morning 

you took a shower - you then proceeded to th bedroom 

you were naked? ... I see ... except for a pair of headphones 

you think he may have broken in then, while you were lying in bed
wearing only a pair of headphones & listening to rock music .. . 
you don't remember which band? 
then he leapt on you, he wrestled you to th floor, he muffled your
voice in th carpet, it was very deep piled carpet, you bit him on
th shoulder, you don't remember if it was th left shoulder or the
right shoulder, despite your panic you say you decided not to 
kick him in the genitals, ( it must have been difficult to keep
your head in such difficult circumstances) instead you seized 
his scrotum in your hand - you don't remember if it was your left
or your right hand? no - I see - you managed to say ''stop, or 
I'll squeeze, you'll probably have a heart attack" ? whereupon 
desisted - you led him to th door, still holding him by th 
scrotum? 

you then ran across th road naked? you were no longer wearing 
th headphones? th police were called promptly? 

I see here that you normally live in carlton; are you quite sure
that it couldn't have been one of your ... associates? 



Waiting - Michael Hyde 

Sittingthere in the waiting room - waiting - there's really no 
need totalk about your cancer - or growth or malignancy or 

troubleor sickness - whatever the going term is for that week. 
Becauseit's sitting out there like dog's balls. Harry over there 

comesdown every day from Koo-wee-rup to get a blast from the 
ray machineon his shaven patch of head. Margaret, trussed up in 
her herring-boneSunday best. Is she losing weight? And there, 

maybe aUniversity Lecturer (cancer's a great leveller) slips out 
of hiswheel chair onto the green vinyl bench with a suede jacket 

hangingg on him like a scarecrow. 
But nobodywants to pursue the ins and outs of their brand. You 

thrashit out for months, chew over death, grapple with how hard 
you canfight. Then no more. Stop the boring repetition. Break 
the cycleShut your mouth. Stop. 
Becauselife, bits and pieces, take on a whole new sheen and you 

wentto bite, tear, rip, slice, gulp. But the passion is lost on 
some peoplewho, when .they hear of "your illness"their only point 
of contactwith you is to talk of CANCER - who had it, where is 
it, whenthey died and what's the reason for it. 

And thefear is on their faces and in their voices. 
Withinseconds they plunge into discussions and questions. How 

did youknow? Did your balls hurt? Is there a history of it? 
Are youmore worried about the cancer or getting your balls out? 

When willyou know if you're alright? 

Jim wasthe first to visit. 
"Jesusyou're a bastard. You've got me feeling lumps and aches 

and painsevery minute. Every time I piss I check my balls for 
lumps andbumps. Sometimes I wonder if m'balls are lumps or 
balls!"

"Yeah wellthat's the way it is Jim. I woke one morning and 
thought'what can I do to really put the wind up Jim?! know, I 
know.That's it, I'll get cancer. What a great practical joke. 

It'llkill him." 
"But Dave,fair dinkum. I mean, my uncle got cancer of the bowel. 

It didn'tkill him but for six months I checked my crap every 
night...... Just about collapsed if I got constipdted, or diarrhea 

or didn'tgo on the dot of seven every night."

Jim wasalright generally but now he was a real pain ... the last 
thingI wanted. So I feigned sleep (whydidn't I just tell him 

to go?). 
I openedmy eyes after ten minutes, hearing Jim being quietly 

usheredout, but my trial of purgatory was far from over. 



People are never let off lightly ... with me it's the whole hog
or nothing. 

Vera was my next manic visitor ... crazed relater of torrid tales
Grizzly anecdotes poured from her mouth at the best of times. 
"Hello. How are you Dave? God, I've got a pain in my cervix and
I've felt retshit for weeks." (Not bad for an opening. What1 s 
next?) "Look Dave, ever since you were ill (note 'ill':

: Vera would
never say cancer; it's like saying fuck) I've had the worst aches 
and pains. I know that sounds incredible."
"No, no, Vera .... not incredible at all," , as I put my nose a 
little deeper under the blankets. 
"In any case, I'm not here to discuss my problems. How have you
REALLY been?"
" Not bad. Coming to terms with ..... "

"Yes. Yes. That's what my best friend had to do."
"She have cancer?"
"Yes .... she died from it. Taught her students to the day before
she died. "

"Really. Couldn1 t think of anything worse." 
"Well she was marvellous though ( I am, according to that inflection
nowhere near as marvellous.) She had a brain tumour .... brave 
till the end." (I definitely should have told her to piss off 
before she opened her mouth ... maybe a circular letter would 
stopped all this nonsense.) 
"Yeah, well I haven1 t got any brain tumour. I've got one of the
better cancers you can get. One that gives me a bit of a chance."
"Oh yes. Different altogether. "

Vera dropped back into second gear but not to be suppressed was
quickly into overdrive ... again. 
"Well my friend had to have ray treatment on her head. God we 
laughed. (I'm not tiring you, am I Dave?) She had these blue 
pencil marks on this one section of her scalp ... just like a 
bulls-eye. We all had a good laugh. Hilarious. "

I sunk further into the couch. No crack was too small. 
"Hilarious. "

* 

Nancy came to see me a week alter. The night before a medical test
on my torso ... the soft underbelly. She swept in. 'Swept' because
she had the swish of panty-hosed beefy thighs rubbing swiftly 
together and the sweep of an all-knowing. The more all-knowing
because it was wrapped in humility ... positive humbleness. 
"Hello Dave. Brought you some books." 
"Thanks Nance."
Nancy perched herself precariously on the edge of my bed. Her 
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smallsparrow eyes darting here, now there. This was -the time 
for meto go on the offensive. No more hiding under the 

blanketsfor me. 
"Hopeyou're not going to go on about friends who've had 
cancerand others who've died, are you Nance?"
"GoodGod no Dave. What do you take me for? Don't want to go 

overall that old ground." 
Silence.
(Whatthe hell does she want to talk about. Please, God, what 
aboutthe revolution, politics ... I'd probably even settle for 
the weather.)

"I'lll tell you what I am intrigued by though. Dave, seeing 
you'vehad both testicles out, what hormones are they feeding you?"

I clutchedfeverishly between my legs, grasping for the one 
remainingball I had been sure, up until now, still existed, 
danglingthere, pining for its mate. 
"What'reyou talking about Nancy? I've still got one ball y'know." 
y turned on me as though I'd done her a great injury. Flushed 
blinking away embarrassed tears, 

... but I was told ... " 
y gets up from the bed and tries again, pushing out a 

ery smile, 
.. . well, that's something to be thankful for ... not that you've 

gone through hell. I mean, at least you've got one ... and no 
nes. I was told. Sorry." 

ay there, listening to Nancy's voice trickle away, making no 
rt to alleviate her discomfort. I'm sure she was happy in 
nowledge that I was fifty percent better than her imagin-

s ... but her happiness had an edge on it. What couldn't 
Nancy'smind have done with ten testicles, all with malignant 
tumours,out of control, out of control ... 
"Didn'tyou know. Dave. It's terrible." 
"What'sterrible? What's bloody terrible?" 
"All hisballs. Cancer! "
"Not allof them? Good God!-You sure it's all?" 

"WouldI joke? Of course I'm sure. The whole bloody ten of them." 
Respectfulpause. 
All ofthem. Bumps like tennis balls. Of course, his time's up. 

Fastmoving tumours. They don't know whether to cremate him now 
waituntil he dies. He looks like a bloody lemon tree, out of 

control,out of control ..... 

Nancy wasstill there, stumbling and tripping her way, when John 
easedhis way into the room, allowing Nancy a smooth retreat. 
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"Hi Dave."
"John. Can you get me a cup of tea. Black and lots of honey. 
Sipping sweet tea, feeling a bit perky. Perhaps even a 
conversation .... idle chit-chat. Dare I risk it? Talking these
days was like a Sunday stroll across a mine-field. 
But John was, by nature, more reserved ... happy just to sit. 
I ask, "How's things?" (Very good Dave, beautifully understated.)
John answers, "OK. Work's getting me down though." (Wonderful.
Not a word I can't handle so far.) 
"How's your parents? 11 (I'm relaxing now so I can afford toe 
To experiment.) 
11Mum1 s good ..... Did you know Dad died?"
(Fear grips me. Stomach aches. Bowels want to open. I was wrong
Oh how dismally wrong to lash out. Should've stuck to my tea and
silence. Here comes the barb, the poisoned lance, slicing my 
undefended self.) Tentative, I whisper hoarsely, 
"That's tough John. I didn't know. What'd he die of?" ••• then,
leaping into the void, "Cancer?"

Grinning, John says, "No, not cancer. Heart attack." 
Sinking into the white of my pillow, savouring the tea, tasting
the honey, I whisper, "Thank Christ for that. "



WITHRELIEF 
myron lysenko 

jenniand celia are sitting in green garbage bags suspended 
from al arge tree in front of a brick veneer house. there are 

holes atthe bottom of the bags and their legs protrude. 

theysi t, up to their necks in rubish, swinging their legs 
andwavingto people who pass in cars. jenni laughs. 

thisis fun, i feel excited. who'd ever think that waiting 
for thegarbage man like this could change your whole 

outlookon the day?' 
'yes, i t's relaxing in the sunshine.' 

a carloadof boys slow down, cheering and whistling. 
don'tsmile or look at them,' celia warns, 'they jump upon 
any littlesign of interest. look snobby and they ' ll just 

insultus and pass.' 
jenni'smouth drops, her nose lifts and they both stare at 

thefaraway prison walls, built last century by labouring 
convicts. both have had-trouble with boys in cars and they 

concentratein an attempt to keep the fear out of their 
haughtiness.

thecar squeals and turns into another street. 

'i hatethem. there is nothing more dangerous than a group 
of boysin a car,' jenni says. 
'evenmore dangerous than dirty old men ... '

'we didn'thave any of them in our area when i was a girl. 
the counciltried to keep things clean. but they couldn't 

keepthe boys off the streets and there was always some sort 
of troublewith them.' 
jenniremembers. a car slowing down in the night. bottles 
thrownout of windows, smashing at her feet. the loud crude 

noiseof a persistent horn. abuse and threats. dragged by 
the hair... she doesn't want to remember. she thinks instead, 

of anexperience she had at the beach when she was nine years 
old. she was splashing about in the water without any clothes 
and wentrunning along the edge of the beach. her mother 
hurriedalong with a huge towel and wrapped it around her. 
she scolded her for not wearing bathers and said in a firm

voice,'never let a man see your bottom. never. ' and now, 
wheneverjenni walks to the bathroom in the nude, she can 

instinctively feel simon's eyes upon her and she hurriedly 
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turns away so he cannot look at her there. she always wears 
a nightie, pajamas or panties to bed. 
she looks at celia. 'what are you thinking?' she asks, before 
celia can put the same question to her. 
'oh, just about some of the boys who annoy me.' 
1 yeah, who?' 
'the ones who approach me when i'm doing the shopping. they 
offer to push the trolley for me. i tell them i'm quite 
capable. they want to help me carry the groceries home. i 
tell them i can do it myself, thank you very much. they make 
comments about my hair or my face and when i tell them i am 
married and have two children, it doesn't put them off. 'how 
would you like an affair with a younger man,' they ask. 'but 
you're just a little boy,' i'd reply in my best schoolteacher 
voice and usually it's enough to send them away. sometimes 
they try to reply with some smart comment and i have to be 
really loud and rude to scare them off. they're incredible. 1 

'some of them are weird. a bit off.' 
'they come up with some outrageous lines. the other day i was 
on my way to the butcher's and this schoolboy came right up to
me from nowhere and stood right in my path staring into my 
face. i was scared and didn't know what was going on until he 
said, 'are you into eye contact?' it sounded so funny and i 
burst out laughing. he turned red and hurried away. i think 
they hear and read so much fantasy about bored housewives and
think they have a real chance. they strut about in their fit 
young bodies and believe we cream our jeans just looking at 
them.' 
'they're a bit direct and immature aren't they?' 
'hopeless really. i get the impression that they only do it 
for kicks. if i was to agree to their suggestions, i'd be 
willing to bet they'd be so embarrassed, they'd turn and run 
away as quickly as they could.' 
they swing their legs and think of recent confrontations. 

'there's one boy who has followed me a few times,' jenni says. 
'he looks about sixteen and i think he's deaf and dumb because 
he's tried to talk to me with his hands. he's tall and skinny
with one of them rough home haircuts which makes his hair sort
of stick out on top. you know the ones i mean. they used to 
call them 'basin cuts' when i was younger. '

'yeah, i remember them well. there used to be a lot of them 
in primary school. you don't see that many these days. '

'yes, well anyway, i first noticed this kid in the supermarket
and all he did was walk up and down and stare at me. it didn't
worry me at first. then on my way home he went past in a car, 
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sitting inthe passenger seat waving at me and straining his neck as
he twisted himself around to keep me in sight for as 

longas possible. you remember him. you saw him in the market 
thatday. ' 
'thescrawny kid who put his arm around you?' 

'yes,and kept looking from my neck into my eyes. i had a 
necklaceon, with a bell attached. he was playing with it, 
tryingto make it ring and i kept repeating 'bell, bell, bell.' 

thatwasso embarrassing but i didn't feel intimidated by him.' 
'you weresmiling at him.' 

'i didn'tknow what else to do.' 
'you seemto attract weirdo's, don't you?' 
'i know.it makes to wonder sometimes. i mean, even simon ... ' 
'all menare a little crazy. it's the way they're brought up. 

they'reokay on their own, but put a girl near them and they 
changetheir whole personality.' 

a loudexplosion interrupts their conversation. high above 
them alarge orange missile erupts and slides through the sky 

leavinga thick irridescent trail of smoke behind. they watch 
untilit disappears. these explosions have occured regularly 

over thepast seven months. the same image is also constantly 
transmittedthrough television, advertising a special brand 
of ice-creamknown as 'Great Balls Of Fire'. the ice-cream 
has becomevery popular, demonstrating once again the huge 
powersof advertising. 

when theexplosion first eventuated it caused a great panic 
amongstthe population but within hours the advertisement 
was onthe screens and in the air-waves assuring people that 
thingswere normal. this was accepted with relief. 

'tony doesn'tbelieve it is an advertising campaign,' celia 
says quietly.'he thinks that the planets of the universe are 

beingblown up one by one by some mysterious force.' 
jennilaughs. 'he has a very vivid imagination.' 

'sometimes he talks so earnestly, i find myself believing him 
even thoughhis ideas are far fetched.' 

'he'sbeen obsessed with science fiction ever since i've 
known him.'

'he reckonsthe governments invented the advertising so that 
the peoplecould be kept under control. he believes that we 
will acceptanything we're told no matter how irrational, as 
long asit relieves our fear.he says we're being fed with lies 
and helives in constant dread that the earth will be the next to blow up.'
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'and if it does, he'll turn to you and say: i told you so.'
they laugh and swing their legs happily. 
'the only time he's completely relaxed is when we're making 
love. that's all he wants to do lately. we lie in front of 
the television and he keeps it inside me all night, moving 
gently every now and then to keep it stiff. if he's going 
to be killed, he wants to go with a loud bang. '
'that must be tiring for you. '

'it is, but i don't mind.' 
'i bet you don't.'

a small car sweeps around the corner, trailing large pink 
material bags tied to the bumper bar. it stops in front of 
jenni and celia and a man dressed in pink overalls and floppy 
hat waves to the two women. 
'hello, we've got it all ready for you,' jenni yells. 
the garbageman lifts jenni out of the green bag. 
'lovely day,' he says as he empties the contents of the green 
bag into the large pink one. 
'yes, it's turned out quite nice,' jenni says as he places 
her back into her bag. he repeats the process with celia. 
jenni smiles as he drives away. 
'i didn't realize he would be so gentle,' she says. 
'if only there were more like him,' celia answers. 
'feel like a cup of tea?' 
'love one,' celia says as they climb out of the green garbage 
bags and walk towards the front door. 
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GET MARRIED

WhenI was a young maiden 
I wastoo plain, too clever, too smart. 

Withboys worthy, eligible, 
I just couldn't get a start. 

Mymother, being more experienced 
Moremature, more wise, 

To remedy my single status 
Dishedup some sound advice. 

Olga Novak 

You are not likely to get Prince Charming 
But spinsterhood - it's oh, so dull. 
Why then, not settle for some no-hoper 
To fill-in your female destiny's lull? 

Get married, get married, 
Get married without delay 
A woman on her own 
What will the neighbours say? 

I got married. To louse, a weakling. 
Life was - a hopeless sham 
Till one miserable, grey morning 

A divorcee I became. 

There are still some crusty old boozers 
My mother got the grapevine. 
Why then won't I go out and circulate 
And persuade one of them to be mine? 

Get married, get married, 
Get married without delay 
A woman on her own 
What will the neighbours say? 



To such a fellow, heavy drinker, 
I've got married again. 
He got killed: in a car accident. 
Now, a widow I shall remain. 
But my mother keeps on nagging; 
You are capable to earn and save, 
Is there somewhere for you some old man 
With one foot in his grave? 

Get married, get married, 
Get married without delay 
A woman on her own 
What will the neighbours say? 

This poem was first pub I ished in a book of poems by Olga 
Novak - "A Witch's Coven" in conjunction with International 
Women's year 1975. 
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AN INTERVIEW WITH PETER CAREY 

To begin with, what do you think of that photograph on 
the front cover? 

To answer your question indirectly, the original cover that we 
weregoing to have was a naive painting from Yugoslavia of a 

crucified rooster, and it didn't turn up in time and then every
bodystarted farting around making all these suggestions about 

whatwas going to go on the cover. And in the meantime ... that 
wasoriginally the photograph for the back cover ... I wasn't 

verykeen on a number of the suggestions that were being made. 
Then I saw that photograph, which is a much better photograph 
than it's reproduced there, so I said why don't you put that on

the front because at least it's interesting. They agreed 
immediately. I went away feeling shockingly _nervous, like even now

walking into a bookshop I wince and groan a bit, but I 
thinkit's a very good photograph. I suppose it makes me look 

sinister or bent or something like that and I think that 
probablydoesn't hurt. 

What is that thing up the back? 

It'sthe Maritime Services Board tower. 

What was the significance of the rooster? 

WhatI really would have loved, and I think one of the problems
in termsof someone just walking into a bookshop who's never 

heardof me is that they look at the title and think ... and I 
knowthis is happening ... this is a book about the Second World 
War andGerman atrocities. So I thought it would be nice to have 
a coverthat redefined what war crimes meant, in a broader way, 

and thispainting was slightly surreal and the atrocity was 
certainly nothing to do with the Second World War or anything 
like that ... I really would have liked something that worked 
right against the title, that contradicted it a bit more. 
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About the book being sinister ... the impression I got when 
reading some of the stories was that I wasn't quite sure where
the author stood. You were very clear about the narrators' 
positions. And often that was a pretty sinister position. I 
was wondering how often that was your position ... particularly
in 'War Crimes'. 

It's certainly not my position, no. I hope not. 

Taking that example, what would you have in mind to get across 
in a story like that? 

Well the difficulty in answering a question like that is that 
you have many different things you want to get across that when
ever you answer them you've simplified and distorted what you 
really wanted to say. But I suppose one way of looking at it is
I really wanted to write a story about business, and about what
business is like ... and that's what I thought I was doing. 
There are lines in there that I suppose reflect what I think. 
But I think he's an unpleasant character. I mean, he's a psycho-
path. I picked up the key to his character in an unpublished 
manuscript from a psychopathic criminal. It took me a while 
before I got that character the way it is, and when I realised
just what he was like, it all came together. I enjoyed it. I 
enjoyed acting out the character, so it must represent a little
bit of something that's in me, but it certainly wasn't written
as therapy, or to express my position because ... you know, it's
the opposite of my position, I hope. · 

It was a very persuasive argument for him. 

Yeah, well when you work in business there's that whole little
punk power trip. I've been through that, and so that reflects my
experience. 

I was comparing these with Frank Moorhouse's stories where you're
pretty clear on where Frank Moorhouse is. I think it's a different
way of writing altogether really, but he makes it perfectly clear
what he thinks. In your stories you, as an author, are just not
present. 

No, because I'm much more interested in ... a number of those 
narrators. I'm thinking in particular of 'Journey Of A Lifetime
and 'War Crimes', they're monsters in different ways. And... I'm
really interested in monsters. That first guy is a standard (44)



athoritarian personality. The defence for writing that story, if 
youlike, is that people generally think that monsters are except

ional, and you have people like Hitler. I think monsters are a 
natural outcome of the system. So that's something I feel when I 

writethose sorts of stories ... that it's very easy to be a monster.

You think that maybe there's something of the monster in yourself? 

Yeah,sure, and it's very interesting to confront it. I think we 
haveall been brought up as authoritarians and no matter how much 
we liketo say there's not a single authoritarian bone in our 
bodies,it's there because that's how we were brought up. 

I think that one of the strengths of the stories is that you feel 
"there but for the grace of God.... " Most of us don't have the power

that those people in 'War Crimes' had, but if we did ...

There's a paragraph in 'War Crimes' which says something like: But 
I'm morelike you than you think. You haven't got yourself dirty 

in thecellars and the attics, you've sat in the front room reading
about the atrocities in the Sunday papers ... The narrator says 

that.It's a comment from me, if you like. I think people don1 t 
really look at themselves very hard. They're not tough enough on 
themselves,in recognising what's within them. 

Whatsort of reactions do you get from people to the stories? 
Dothey respond the way you'd like them to? 

No,not always. But it's very difficult. I went and saw APOCALYPSE 
Now, and forgetting the virtues and otherwise of the film, there 
werecertain times in it when you couldn't imagine anybody laughing
or beingon the side of the mad cavalry colonel who goes bombing 

thatvillage because they want to go surfing. Well there were 
peoplebehind me watching that like a John Wayne movie, and in 

cinemayou can normally control people's reactions to a greater 
degreethan you can in writing. Well I think you can. I don't

think you really can totally manipulate your audience. People will 
alwayslook at what you're doing from where their head is. I'm sure

peopleread my stories in all sorts of different ways. 

I can see some developments between the two collections. You've 
probably gathered your forces a lot more in the second collection. 
I felt in the first one you were trying different approaches, but 
in the second one there's something very unified about it. 



Actually I think that if you went through the two books you could
find stories that occupy similar positions in the two collections.
You could put together say 'Withdrawal' and 'The Puzzling Nature 
Of Blue' in some way as being equivalent within their collections.
The little story 'Ultra Violet Light' is not unlike 'Happy Star'
in terms of its weight. And maybe even 'The Last Days Of A Fame 
Mime' and 'Report on A Shadow Industry' occupy similar levels of
reality or something. 

In the first book there was a strong didactic aim, but in the 
second book there was a lot more moralism. You judged people 
more than you had in the first book. 

There's one story that comes to mind in the new collection which
is 'A Schoolboy Prank', and there are bits in it that Craig Munro
wanted to take out. Not big bits but paragraphs, which he said 
were authorial commentthat I shouldn't have been making, and 
perhaps in retrospect he was right. But apart from that story I 
can't think of any moral ism. 

In the first one, the first story in WAR CRIMES, 'Journey of a 
Lifetime', you get a sense of inadequacy about what the narrator
is doing. And the obvious comparison to that would be Crabs in 
the first collection. With Crabs, although you get a sense of 
inadequacy it's really a sense of fate as though really Crabs is 
acting out his part in life. He's acting that way not because 
there's something lacking in him as an individual but because 
there's something lacking in the society he's a part of. Whereas 
with the other guy in 'Journey Of A Lifetime' you get the feeling
there's something wrong with him, his attitude, particularly when
you get to the end and realise he has made a decision. 

Yeah, that probably reflects a real change that's gone on in my 
head during the time between books. 

Are you still in advertising? 

No, I still do about a week a month. 

Has that change got anything to do with getting out of that 
environment? 

No, it hasn't, but yes, I suppose I did have a fatalistic view 
of the world around the time of the first collection. Maybe now 
I think that the people are going to win in the end. The novel 
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I'm workingon now,. the main character begins in total innocence 
and ends in confronting the shit of the world and comes to some 

realpositive conclusions about it. If I can bring it off it 
will bea big development on WAR CRIMES. 

Is that your first bash at a novel? 

I'vewritten about four of the bloody things. They were all 
nearlypublished, but they were really how I taught myself how 
to write.I wrote the short stories after having written this 
huge, verydifficult novel that owed a lot to the French New Wave 

in thesixties. I started writing stories to relax and have fun, 
and discoveredthat they were alright. And this novel, I wasn't 
reallygoing to do except that my agent was involved in selling 

my stories in England and America, and she said can I say that 
you'rewriting a novel. And I thought I'd just lie and say yes. 
And thenshe did sell the stories to Faber in England and 

RandomHouse in America. At that stage I started writing the 
noveland really enjoyed doing it. But if it stuffs up I'll 
justthrow it away. 

Is it a fable kind of thing, like your stories? 

I never knowknow what fable means, but no, it's not. 

Do youthink this new collection is more emotionally generous 
thanthe first one? 

Yeah,I hope so. I used to hold back the emotional content of 
the storiesI thought it made them too emotional. I was so moved 

by itall, and I thought that if I had this cool hard surface 
it willintensify the emotion. Then people would come along and 
say, youknow, they're really cold stories. So that was something 

I learned.Yes, I hope they are more emotionally generous. 

I foundthey had much more feeling.'The Uses of Williamsons 
Wood'surprised me. It was so real. It didn't fly off into another 
worldor another time. I'd like to know where it came from. 

That'svery simple, actually.Most ideas come from trivial sources. 
They sitthere rattling around in your head and there's usually 

not alot of them. I just remembered being at a dinner in Melbourne
and people getting hysterical and drunk and saying how much 
would youeat, you know, a dog turd for ... 
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After reading the FAT MAN IN HISTORY collection I wasn't happy
with the description of them as fables. 

Yeah, I know you can look at a few stories and say they are. 
'Unicorns' for instance in that collection is, but I always 
think my stories are about the real world , even if it is one 
step removed or turned ninety degrees. And fables does have 
that suggestion of having nothing much to do with the world. So
it does make me feel a little bit uncomfortable. But I don't 
really mind as long as it's meant as a compliment. 

What about some other way of describing your work? 

I always say facetiously that I'm a hard nosed realist. I think
it's for other people to put labels on me. I'm not against labels.
You have to put labels on people from time to time. 

Do you think of yourself as trying to change people's attitudes?

Ideally yes. If you asked me would I like to change people's 
attitudes I'd say yes, but if you ask me whether I think that's
what I'm doing I'd say probably not. But I suppose if you write a
powerful story that stays with people's imaginations for a while
you've had some small effect. I think if you really want to change
people's attitudes this isn't what you do. Probably. 

What writers have you been reading over the last few years while
writing this book? 

I've been reading an enormous amount, but when you ask me I can't
remember a damn thing, but yeah I've read some tremendous books..
DISPATCHES for instance, by Michael Herr is as exciting a book as
any. Ah god, what have I been reading ... Tolstoy, a bit of Graham
Greene, Erich Fromm ... I read about three of his in a row. FEAR
FREEDOM, some of that probably shows up actually. Erich Fromm
probably makes an appearance in 'Journey Of A Lifetime'. 

What about Australian Writers? 

I'm not very well read. I haven't read Patrick White for years. I
don't have an inclination to. I read CHANT OF JIMMY BLACKSMITH. 
I enjoyed it, I was really impressed with it. I like Moorhouse. 
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Colin Talbot?

Yeah,I like Colin's journalism a great deal. I didn't enjoy 
his novelSWEETHEARTS so much because it had some affinity with 

something I'ddone at an earlier stage but have now emotionally rejected.

Whatabout Murray Bail? 

He'sgoing in a direction I've come from, in a way. My writing 
usedto be heavily experimental and I finally decided I didn't 
wantto do that any more, and I found it like high art, and 
elitist, whatever the rationales are for finally giving it up. 

From whatI hear he is moving more in that direction rather 
than less.I think he's a very good writer and I like his work. 
What I'mtalking about is what I think he's going to do or has 
just donewith his new novel. I mean things like 'Zola's 
Definition'if that represents the direction he's going in 

ratherthan coming from then I'd be a bit worried about it. I
guessI'm a little bit intolerant with avant garde writing 
in thatsense. I suppose it's because I got so in love with it 
for solong. I used to love reading Samuel Beckett's novels, 

anythingthat was a bit obscure and difficult. 

Do youthink you ' d still enjoy reading Beckett's novels? 

I don't know, I've been thinking about that lately. I'd like 
to readthem again and see if they're funny or not . I stuck 

with him until he ended up getting into those paragraphs of 
unpunctuatedincantations. In the end they had no relation to 
anything.

So you'd say it was fairly important for people to be able to 
justpick up something and read it? 

I solda story to Womans Day, that's where I stand. I'm bloody 
pleasedtoo. I think most of my stories are accessible, but a 
lotof people's mums and dads who wouldn't normally read them 
getvery confused by them and say things like: I don't know what 

it meansand so I suddenly realize I'm much more out of touch 
withpeople than I'd like to be . 

I compareyour stories with my other great favourite, Frank Moorhouse
and I can go back to his stories again and again 

and here is always a new learning process. Your stories suffer
on re-reading because you depend so much on endings. 
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Which book are you talking about? 

Mainly FAT MAN IN HISTORY. 

Yeah, it might be true in FAT MAN. I'd be surprised if it's true
of this book though. I think at least two of the stories, 'The
Chance' and 'War Crimes' you could probably read a great number
of times and keep on getting stuff out of them. 

I hope that's happening. I found the FAT MAN collection a chore
to read again and again. Tom Wolfe says, I don't know where,
one of his things, he reckons that the new journalism made every
thing else obsolete, in particular the short story. It's an 
outrageous claim but it bears thinking about in that it points 
to what the new journalism is trying to do and how he's tryinq 
to make some kind of marriage between fiction and fact. 

Yes I think he's right and I think that THE NEW JOURNALISM is a
tremendous collection. If I woke tomorrow morning and that's what
I was doing, I'd probably feel a lot better. But I'm unlikely to
go through the business of actually getting there. I think he has
got a point and that what those guys were doing is amazing. 
DISPATCHES, like I said, is one of the books that has most 
impressed me of what i've read recently. But I do think that it
puts the onus on the short story writers or the novelists to do
something a little bit more remarkable. There are short story 
writers who justify their place to be read like ROAL DAHL, when
Roal Dahl is good. Borges too. 

I was wondering how you felt about him. 

Fortunately I read Borges later rather than earlier. I think he's
amazing. Writers like that don't need to feel threatened by the 
new journalism. I think they can both co-exist. 

The new journalism seems to me to be a real breakthrough. I don't
think he's wrong about the enormity of what's happened, especially
for any kind of realist writers, but I was wondering if it means
short story writers are going to have to do away with realism in
the traditional sense. So they're going to become more and more 
fantastic. 

Maybe, I don't know what will happen. On the simple level you've
just got to supply something that can't be journalism. You've got
to do something that journalism can't do, and whether that means
becoming more and more fantastic I don't know. 
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It seems to me to throw the onus back on the short story writer 
to usethe powers of invention. 

I'll tellyou something that contradicts all that ... I think a 
writerlike Graham Greene, no matter how many Tom Wolfes or 
MichaelHerrs there are around, Graham Greene can sit down and 

write book I'm going to want to read any day. 

Peopleare always going to write those kinds of books. Graham Greene
writes a kind of novel. He doesn't really attack the form at all.

No, he'sa story writer. 

Tom Wolfepoints out that by getting away from the particularity 
of asituation the fabulists are able to give more authority to 

what theywrite. He seems to think that the fabulists need that 
authoritybecause they don't have what the new journalists have. 

Yeahbut he's being a pain in the arse really. I don't know why 
he wantsto get into this competitive situation to justify what 

he'sdoing because what he's doing is terrific and there's enough 
room inthe world for people to be doing all sorts of different 

things.The new journalists don't have to invade and conquer the 
writersof new fiction and suppress them and lock them in gaol 
and forcethem to describe places for three hours every day, with 

namesof the streets. He's a terrible bitch in many ways. His 
biggestweakness is being a bitch. He's so hooked on fashion that 
he can'tbelieve people might occasionally wear clothes without 

thinkingabout it. 

Is it unfair to read 'A Schoolboy Prank' as autobiographical? 

Yeah itis really ... in what sense? 

Well... you went to Geelong Grammar ... 

Yeah Iwent to Geelong Grammar.There was a lot of homosexual 
recreationin that school, that's true. There'd be very few 
peopleat any school who weren't involved in some sort of sexual, 
sorry... homosexual behaviour and so that part of it is true. 
The charactershave nothing to do with my life experience at 
GeelongGrammar.The story actually started because someone told 
me theending of it, about these surfies and one of them cried 

overhis dog and the ot hers left the pub and actually nailed it 
to thedoor. I built back all the other stuff out of that . 
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The writing style between the two collections seemed to change 
a little. In the second one there's something very old fashioned
about it, but I wouldn't have thought about it much except for 
'War Crimes'. 

It varies a lot. That first one has old world charm about it 
but 'The Chance' isn't the same. I think that what you might 
have noticed in the beginning of 'War Crimes' was used to depict
a feeling of controlled rage. 

The story in Womans Day ... did you offer it to them? 

Yeah. There was only one story they could possibly take and that
was 'He Found Her In Late Summer'. They tried to persuade me to
take that out of the collection too. I think maybe Craig was 
worried it was a bit schmaltzy or soft or romantic. He had all
sorts of arguments about the period it was set in and that it 
was confusing and disconcerting but I think that was more of a 
rationalisation for some of the other feelings he had about it . 

That's what Tom Wolfe says about the neo-fabulists in America. 
They have unspecified settings, like the wilderness. 

Yeah I do that. If you write like I write, say, if you write 
'The Chance' and set it in Melbourne there are a whole lot more 
problems with it that I don't really need. Like to insist on 
the reality of the whole thing and then say this happened to 
Melbourne would create too much of a credibility problem. That
is why I leave out those sorts of details. 

What were your reasons for insisting on keeping 'He Found Her 
In Late Summer' in the collection? 

Well there were two stories in there with a sense of optimism 
or renewal. One was 'The Puzzling Nature Of Blue' which I've 
always been a bit unhappy with. I always hoped to write it a bit
better and never could. And that one. I didn't want it to be a 
totally bleak book. Although I don't think it's as bleak a book
as FAT MAN. What I find myself doing is writing stories that 
really reflect what I was thinking a year ago. Even while I was 
writing this collection I suppose my view of the world changed 
a bit and I wanted to be a bit more optimistic, so I really 
wanted that story in. 

I found 'The Puzzling Nature Of Blue' unsatisfactory because I 
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wasn't convinced about the woman's, the narrator's feelings 
for Vincent. It intruded. 

Yeah,well maybe I didn't handle it well enough. I know how the 
story was supposed to work in theory. It's not as good as it 

could be, but it's as good as I know how to make it. It's going 
to be in the American and English collect ·ion and I wrote to them 
and told them that if they have any of the feelings I have about 
it then maybe they should drop it out. 

Youwouldn't re-write it? 

No, Iget to the stage with a story where I know I've done it 
to thebest of my ability and once I've got to that stage that's 

it, it's either worked or it hasn't worked. I couldn't bear to 
re-write it. 

Doyou have any trouble editing your own stories? 

No, I think my stories are pretty tight. Craig has made some 
suggestions.For instance he made some suggestions with'American 

Dreams',which is a story I like. It ends now with the guy looking
across at his friend Brian and seeing he's got older and 

sadder or something like that. I had another couple of 
sentences in there saying they're saving up their dollars and 

they're going to America, which made a more complex point and 
addeda new dimension to it. But it probably didn't help the 

story. Where the story ends now is probably better. In 'Exotic 
Pleasures' I wanted to have an ending to suggest ... and I 
think it was probably pretty melodramatic, but it was to do 

withher being pregnant and the baby inside the womb. My 
assumption was that the world was going to continue and this 
child was going to grow up in this world filled at that moment 

withthe mother's anger and fear. Craig said it was better not 
to have that and I think he was right. Another thing he wanted 
to do, and which I wouldn't let him do was at the very end of 

'WarCrimes', in the second last paragraph I think, where he is 
saying'I touched my arm, marvelling at the fineness of hairs 

andskin": Craig wanted to finish it at the end of that paragraph. 
Andeven though in a dramatic sense that would have made a 

powerfulending I wanted that other thing on the end because I 
think it affects the whole meaning of the story. Normally by the 
time I've finished a story I don't think there's much anyone's 

goingto do to make me change very much. I think about it all a 
lot, and I'm quite hard on myself. I don't mind chucking things 

out that I think are nice if they get in the way of the point. 
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In that interview with Craig Munro he asked you if you knew what
was going to happen in your stories before you set out and you
said sure, lots of them. 

It's really difficult. When you get into exactly the situation 
there are so many different answers. Some stories I've just begun
and faked it through to the end and they're the ones that make me
most happy. Then others, I get the ending and work back to reconstruct

why that would have happened. Others, like 'The Chance' 
started because I was in a pub and someone happened to give their
shoes to a friend because they were too big or small or something.
I wrote it down when I was in the pub because it struck me as 
being strange. Every story seems to be different, so it's really
dangerous to generalise. 

Inside the cover of the book it says all your stories are about
power. Did you have a hand in writing that? 

I was involved in the discussion. It doesn't really hold true. 
But when you've got a collection of short stories some general 
statement's got to be made. It's almost impossible to do. I'm 
really interested in power, and if you want to go through them
you could say yes, in some way or another most of these stories 
are about power but you'd have to be broad in your definition. 

Do you think you'll move away from short stories and concentrate
more on writing film scripts as time goes by? 

No, I hope I'll keep on doing both things. I could make a living
out of writing. There's enough money there for me never to have
to write another advertisement in my life. 

Is that important to you? I remember in that interview you did
with Craig Munro, he was a bit worried you were working in 
advertising, and you said it suits you. 

Working on film scripts fulfills the function of advertising work
for me, because it involves working with other people. I really
love working with other people. I'm very pleased that I've worked
in advertising, it gave me a really good political education. 

Has LOWFLYING been finished? 

Yeah. 

Will it be released? 
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No, butI think we were lucky t o have the moneyto make t he f i lm 
andl earn so much about fi lm making. I li ke the screenpl ay we' ve 
justfinished and frankly the other one is far l ess terrific. 

Whatare you working on now? 

In amonth we should have finished the screenplay for a film 
looselybased on 'Life And Death In The Southside Pavilion'. The 

situationat is true to the story but it's a much more emotionally 
generoustreatment. 

So youthink you can make a living out of writing in Australia? 

I canmake a living out of writing only if I can start selling 
screenplaysor even screen rights. I · get a dollar a copy on that 
hardbackand they've printed four thousand. I hope it'll be 

reprintedbut I can't go on at five thousand hardback copies a 
year. I was a lot cagier this time. Last time I was so pleased 

to getsomething published that University of Queensland Press 
gotworld rights, radio, television, the lot. This time all I 
soldthem was Australian Hard cover rights. Faber and Random 

Houseare doing a collection of stories to be selected from the 
twobooks ... It's going to have the same title and release date . 

It's going to be called THE FAT MAN IN HISTORY because the 
Americansthought WAR CRIMES was a bad title because of Vietnam. 

That'sinteresting because WAR CRIMES was probably a bad title 
for Australiabecause of the .Second World War. Which is pretty 

incredible.

One last question. Could you tell us something about your arrest 
andi mprisonment for drug offences relating to the South Australian

Mail Order Marihuana business? 

I' m afraid you've got the wrong Peter Carey. 

FOOTNOTE:
I justread an extract from Bail's novel in the Bulletin Centenary 

Issueand I thought it was very funny and accessible. My former 
commentsabout Bail seem ridiculous in this light. · 

interview recorded at Brunswick in December 1979 by 
kate ahearne stephen williams and kevin brophy. 
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ESKIMO 

now you may think i 'm crazy but 
i enjoy window shopping. 
it's thursday night 

and i went window shopping around 
my friend's room and would you believe i 
ended up getting a blow job with 
a vibrator stuck up my arse? 

my friend says i 'man obsessive my friend 
should talk. 

my friend looked at me sadly with 
two bright windows said 
'i wish i could get to know you' 

Les Wicks 

i saved my friend the trouble said 
'i'm an obsessive' but neither of us were convinced -
all the friend saw was shutters around 
the street and i said 
they were windows, i put on my clothes and left 
into the cold. 

late at night 
i threw a brick 
at a window. 
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NODDING OFF 

Steve Mastare 

In that pause. Before. 
Cleaned the dirty works. 

Molecular geometry 
starts working on me. 
Chemical chains swinging 
in my head. 

Glass house panes 
exploding. 
Motorcycle cowboy gang 
just busting out. 

Watching the table edge. 
Straight line EUCLIDIAN POWER. 

POW! 
Become an horizon that 
unexpectedly 
my eyes drop into. 
Blink. Blink. Splat. BLACK! 

Jerk my head back, 
onto my neck. 
With a hand, 
steady the table edge. 
Work my eyes in and out of head. 

In silence on a silver ship, 
sliding through a silver sea, 
beneath a bruise purple sky. 
Into the straight line 
table edge, 
that becomes big as the sky. 

Floated a message in a bottle. 
"My 

bowels don't work 
I'm filling up with shit." 

Forgot to put the cork in. 
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A LONG AND HAPPY DEATH 

Kevin Brophy 

Before opening my eyes this morning I could hear the rain. And 
theoccasional person splashing through the wet street. I kept 
my eyes closed and turned over in bed so that I was up against 
Chris. My hand slid over her back, across her ribs and cupped 
hernipple. She moaned, and she might have opened her eyes. 

Goaway, she said, you're only like this because you haven't 
hadsex for three days. 

I am sitting at my table at the window now, and there is no rain; 
only sunshine and the old fallen rain lying on the street drying. 

, I have fed my guinea pig and I have had too much breakfast. I am 
fond of my guinea pig and hope to embalm him one day. I live in 
this front room with Chris. She is standing facing the wall now, 
staring at the print stuck there. She is wearing her blue dress
ing gown. It reaches from her neck to her ankles. There are two 
synthetic fur slippers crouching under her dressing gown like 
two small animals. She is waiting for me to leave. 
Aren't you going to work? she says, and I am not sure of the 
answer so I say nothing. Her slippers crouch up against her in a 
waythat makes it seem they are staring at me. I can feel a sweat 

coming under my arms. The rain is falling again and someone is 
coming along the street ... it's Geoffrey. He does not walk like 
other people, he bobs up onto the ball of each foot. He has never 

got this walking thing that we all do so easily quite right. When 
hecomes to our window he stops, stares in at me and then waves. 

So you're not going to work! he shouts. 
I open my window, 
I might go later if it clears up. 
It's clearing up now. 
Still drizzling ... 
Yeah, he says, how's my mother? 
Fine, fine. We put her in a jar yesterday. 
Good ... I thought you'd be there today. He rubs his large hands 
together down in front of his fly. 
There's nothing we can do once she's in the jar. You know that. 
Yeah,but ... you know ... she's my mother, and I dream about it. 

Don't worry. 

Hecoughs, and his face becomes more serious. He is like an actor 
sometimes, an amateur one; his face too obviously prepared for 
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his words. 
There's been another raid, he says. 
Where? 
Don't know, but I saw the inspector taking the van out again 
early this morning. Must be another break-in .... something's got
to be done. 
I ask him what we can do. 
I don't know, I'm not the mayor or the chief of police he says 
and shakes his head slowly. 

He backs away a little, wipes his mouth, looks at me for my 
reaction. He might have said too much. I shrug my·shoulders for 
him and this seems to cheer him. He says he is going to work and
hurries away. He works in the linen factory, stacking the rolls 
of linen tape. 

I get up from the table and go across to Chris. She is standing 
at the mirror looking at herself. I put my hand on her dark hair 
It is long and thick, very healthy. She turns to me and says 
I'm taking up too much room in this ... room. 
She is smiling apologies for her words as she speaks them, I've 
put on weight, my stomach's sticking out. 

She has taken off her slippers. They are crawling around under 
the bed I think, listening to us and waiting for me to go to work
Why don't you go to work? she says. 
I am going. 

Chris is not going to work. She is a midwife ... she was a mid
wife until these disturbances in the town lowered the birth rate 
to almost nil. She is kissing me goodbye now, sliding her tongue 
into my mouth. I lick the underside of her tongue in a quick 
silent gesture and without knowing how it happened we are suddenly
standing apart again. I feel awkward, and she is waiting for me 
to leave. I put on my hat and grab my scarf. 

The sun warms my back while I walk up the hill towards the centre 
of town. My new yellow shoes are going damp because of the 
moisture on the grass. I whistle to myself while I walk and some
where high up in one of the gum trees along our street a magpie 
lark answers me briefly. Near the crest of the hill I pass Dann 
Pelizzon's tomb. I touch my hat. It is across in the middle of a 
small park on the left and the new day's sunlight is reflecting 
in shades of blue from its surface. The two towers of his tomb 
rise up a hundred feet then both bend forward like periscopes ... 
staring out into the red desert away to the south. It was designed
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by Geoffrey's grandfather. There are some birds on the lawn 
aroundit. I touch my hat again and walk on up the hill toward 

AlfioGambino's tomb which dominates the peak of the hill. It 
is built between two mulberry trees and it is like a transparent 

balloonresting on the earth, nudging the two trees so that they 
growout at angles away from it. It is as large as a house but 

no onewould be surprised if it floated away, it sits so lightly 
on theearth. I stare, hoping to catch a glimpse of him there 

suspended in crystal at the centre of his tomb, but rays of light 
breakingfrom the crystal dazzle me. I turn down to the left and 

walk into town, past the dress shop, the supermarket, the 
chemist's, past Laurie Sterne's tomb shaped like a whim. The 

hotelis not open yet but old Andy is there waiting on the bench 
outside,smoking a cigarette that looks as old as he is. His 
fingersare yellow at the ends and his eyelids crease when they 

open.I can still feel where her tongue touched mine. She kissed 
melike that, secretly, quickly. I don't uryderstand about the 
· birthrate... the silence that interrupts conversations about it. 

I don't understand weeks of sneaking looks at those slippers. I 
amsure they didn't notice our tongues this morning. I touch my 
hat when I am near him. He looks up at me and smiles; 
Niceday now, I say. 

I've been thinking about the old Victoria Cuskelly tomb down on 
Paradise Road he says. 

I stand in front of him, looking down at the same patch of ground 
that he is looking at. 
Yes,It's a fine tomb ... I am picturing the wrought iron work on 

its balcony to myself. It has slate tiles too, and neat clay 
chimneypots. 
It was broken into last night. Those vandals broke just about 
every tile and took all the wrought iron away. 
Andthe, what about the ... Victoria. 
Yeah,they took Victoria with them. They always take the body, 
youknow that. 
Yes.
Makesyou wonder, doesn't it. 

Wonder?
Wonder,yeah, wonder what's the use of, of all this. 

Hemakes a small movement with his hand, sideways, taking in the 
wholeworld. 

The use of it? I don't understand Andy. What use? 
Well,you know, what's the purpose of it ... providing for a long 
andhappy death. What's the purpose of death if they're going to 
comealong and do this to us? 

The lids come down over his eyes. He drags on the wet end of his 
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cigarette. I touch my hat again and smile a little before I leave
him and continue on my way to the workshop. 

I push the door open and walk into the shop. At once I can smell
the resin and spices. It overpowers all the other smells in the 
shop. My eyes take some time to adjust to the darkness in here. 
Mr. Crowley insists on keeping the shop in semi-darkness. He 
thinks it is better for the bodies, helps to preserve their 
colouring he says. Sometimes he says it is good to work in near 
darkness because it brings a suitable air of mystery to our craft
I put my bag over in the corner next to the locker. I put my scarf
on top of my bag. There is nothing in my bag. 

You're late again Mr. Crawly says, looking up from his work, what
do you think this is, a carnival? 
No sir. 
Entertainment? Do you think it's entertainment? 
No sir, work. 
He tells me that I don't know the meaning of the word, and wiping
phlegm from the corner of his mouth he turns his attention back 
to George Orwell who is lying on the slab being stuffed with butter
and honey today. I look across at Judith and shrug. She smiles 
back. I look at her eyes and her lips. She paints those lips as 
red as the lips of a freshly prepared corpse. She is the first 
assistant and I am second assistant. She is good at nearly every
thing. For instance, she is excellent at spelling and she always 
knows the time and the date. She is very good at mixing the butter
and the honey, a difficult job because temperatures are so 
important. Mr. Crowley puts his hand into the slit in George's 
side and pushes his arm up between the skin and the shrunken 
muscle, until he has his hand inside the neck. He shapes the 
butter and honey he has pushed up in there until the neck has a 
life-like shape again. Then Judith hands him a strip of linen 
soaked in resin. He pushes this up over the collar bones and 
spreads it out just under the neck to stop the butter and honey 
slipping away. This takes about half a dozen strips of linen. He 
works silently. He works without words anyway ... there are grunts
from him because he is ageing and carrying too much weight. He 
pushes his tongue out too when he pushes his arm up inside the 
body. I go over to the jar where Geoffrey's mother is crouched. 
She is up to her chin in a mixture of salt and nitre and water. 
I look through the glass to check her fingernails. They are still
attached to the fingers, none of the wiring has slipped off. 
Already the outer layer of skin is peeling from her body and 
there is some hair lying on the bottom of the jar. The fat in her 
body has not begun to dissolve yet, but she has only been there 



two days. Geoffrey has paid for thirty five so she might be 
alright by then. 

Where'sGeorge's viscera? I ask. 
Mr.Crowley takes no notice. His arm is down inside George's 

thigh stuffing it with straw and sawdust. His tongue is out, 
pushing up near his right nostril. He is concentrating. Judith's 
extremely red lips open and she nods across to the sink. She 
has already washed and drained them. 

I go over to the sink and take out the lungs, lay them on a 
towel of linen soaked with resin. Each corner of the linen is 
drawn up onto the lung, then tied there. I turn the lung over 
and repeat the process with another piece of linen. I take some 
cord and begin to wind it round the parcel. 
How many pieces have you done? 
I'm just finishing the lung now Mr. Crowley. 

I put the lung aside and take the kidneys out of the sink. They 
are slippery and are falling apart before I get them onto the 
linen towel. Quickly I wrap the towel over them and knot it up. 
Mr. Crowley has been watching me. He groans. 
Go and help him Judith my god, you're incompetent. 

Judith gives us both a big red smile and comes over to the sink. 

She gathers up a length of small intestine and places it on a 
linen towel on the bench next to me. She does this easily and 
none of it slips away or breaks. Always I have trouble picking 
up the intestines ... everything rests in her calm fingers. She 
has the gift. 
Judith? 
mmm
She does not look at me, she concentrates on knotting her towel 
over the intestines. 
How late am I? 
An hour and a half. 

Wework away at the viscera parcels for over an hour while Mr. 
Crowley grunts and packs sawdust into George's legs. Then he 
comes over to us and looks into the sink. 
Nearlyfinished, good , he says and arches his back, stretching 

his arms out above his head. 
Well, get the parcels back inside him Alf, you shouldn't have to 
be told what to do next. You should know by now. 



I carry each parcel across to George and push them back into the 
cavity under his ribs. When we have all the parcels inside him I 
pack spices in there with them. Judith is at George's feet rubb
ing them with the molten resin and fat paste. At last the spices 
are in there and I step back to let Mr. Crowley sew up the incis
ion in the flank. He takes a deep breath through his nose and 
comments on how wonderful the aroma is. 
Exquisite, he says, you're a lucky man George, I hope I can 
afford as many spices when it's time for me to settle down to my 
death. 

When the stitching is done he pats George on his tiny penis and 
goes across to the jars of ochre. He takes down the red ochre 
and hands it to me. 
Come on, he says, don't just stand there, paint his face. Then 
we can bandage him up and relax. 
I mix some ochre with water on a plate till I have a thick red 
paste. I paint his face while Mr. Crowley chooses some stone eyes 
to put into his empty sockets. My tongue feels dry now, and it is 
easy to day dream about Chris while I paint the face of this man 
who looks as though he has lost interest in his fate. I have to 
push hard to force the colour back onto his face. 

Old Andy told me this morning that they've broken into Victoria 
Cuskelly's tomb. 

Mr. Crowley looks up from the tub of eyes and stares at me. 

What do they do with the bodies? Judith asks. 
Some people say they're taking them away to eat them Mr. Crowley 
says and pushes stones into George's eyes .... But really, there's 
nothing left worth eating once we've finished with them. 

I turn to look at Judith, I am looking for her beautifully 
embalmed smile. And I think I can remember that sickly taste of 
honey and butter when I kissed Chris this morning. I keep 
remembering the suddenness of her tongue. I've closed over that 
kiss like its tomb. But my tomb is secret, buried. Judith isn't 
here. 
Where's Judith? 
He jerks his head back over his shoulder to indicate that she is 
out the back. There must be a new body coming in. I didn't know 
there had been a death. Mr. Crowley tells me to get out there 
and help her and does he have to tell me to do everything, can't 
I think for myself, take some initiative. 
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I go out the back door, back into the sunshine and stand blinking 
while my eyes adjust again. I see Judith pulling the trolley 
along the lane, the body lying on it, the strain in Judith 1 s 
face. 
He's heavy. 
Whois it? 

Mick Hogan, you know, the baker, the mad man. He's finally done 
it . 
He used to burn his loaves. 

I like standing out here in the sun, I put my hands in my 
pockets and look across at the wall for a part to lean against. 

He's heavy, she says again, dragging the trolley across the 
uneven surface of the lane. 
Yeah, it's all those coffee scrolls and vanilla slices. That's 
all he was good for. 
There was always yellow custard between his teeth. 
Yeah, I noticed that too, I didn't like talking to him ... heart 
attack? 
Don't know ... he was unhappy ... his wife. 

She has him at the doorway now and I can see his face. He looks 
much the same as he has always looked. 

Mr. Crowley at the back door rubbing his hands together, 
Come on, come on, he says, 
and we push the trolley into the shop till it bumps up against 
the slab in the centre. We lift the body up onto the slab and 
push it into the slight depression on the surface of the stone. 
Get the hook, the hook. God, you1 re slow. Judith's already got 
the basin and towels. 
I go over to the wall and take down the iron hook which is about 
two feet long. The tip of the hook does not come to a point but 
splays out so that it can be used to scrape the inside of the 
skull clean. Judith puts a towel under Mick1 s large head and I 
hand the hook to Mr. Crowley. Mick's eyes are shut tight, so is 
his mouth. Mr. Crowley has soon knocked the nose off and has 
broken through the bone inside the back of it so that he can 
push the hook up into the brain. He is dragging it out in 
custardy lumps. I scoop them into the basin off the face. Judith 
is busy mopping the blood. She works quickly without getting 
blood on her hands or her clothes. Mr. Crowley's hand is dripp
ing red and his grip on the hook is slipping. His shirt cuff is 
soaked too. He grunts at each tug and twists his tongue across 



his top lip. 
It's a bit messy, isn't it Mr. Crowley. 
Hu? 
Messy, I repeat. 
Messy? 
Yeah, I could think of more efficient ways of doing this. 
You could, could you ... you don't think it's important that 
everyone expects it to be done this way? 

I am about to answer but he does not pause. He points a dripping 
finger at me, 
And would you be able to look forward to a long and happy death 
if you knew that I was going to experiment on you when you fell
into my hands? 
No sir. 
Wipe my hand, can't you see the blood? Think ahead, or just 
think. That would be alright with me. Thank you. 

Suddenly there is a knock on the door and it opens. Geoffrey 
walks in, pulls at his cuffs, pushes his hair back, blinks 
vaguely in our direction until he adjusts to our half-light in 
here. 
How is she? he says and goes over to the jar, points his face at 
it till nose and glass nearly meet. Crowley says she's fine. 
It's the damage to property that's so disturbing, Geoffrey says, 
they have no respect for property at all. Something will have to 
be done. I've seen their camp fires out there in the desert at 
night. Why don't the police do something? The police must be able 
to do something ... those vandals ... 

He looks at each of us in turn. We are silent, but I think he is 
expecting some reaction from us, agreement perhaps. 

I suppose the vandals have their reasons ... 

You don't have to worry Geoffrey shouts at me, and I can't help 
looking across at his mother, expecting some reaction from her. 
My mother ... he says, I have to find some safe land for my 
mother don't I ... you take care of her, I'm paying you to look 
after her. 

He stops speaking and Crowley bends over Mick again. Judith 
hands the knife to him and holds a towel against the part he will 
cut. They work well together. Geoffrey pushes the door shut 
heavily behind him as he goes. Crowley slices the corpse beautifully.
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She stops a small flow of blood with her towel. She is so 
neat. She is taller than either of us and looks healthier. Mr. 

Crowley, face flushed and eyes a little watery says Geoffrey 
hasn't given us enough of his mother's savings to embalm aa 

squirrel. He's lousy ... his mother's getting the cheapest 
possible treatment and that's generous for the price he paid. 
She'll fall apart in a couple of hundred year thanks to him. 

Geoffrey's mother crouching in the jar like fear. 

Crowley bending over his corpse squints and strains, forgetting 
that he is the one who insists on working in this darkness. 
Large leather bound books on a shelf next to my head are full of 
quiet instructions. Judith practises her competence on every-
thing she handles. I find a broom, sweep the floor, not being 

able to think of anything to do. 

At five o'clock Mr. Crowley puts his big coat on over his big 
stomach and makes his standard joke: Come on, they'll wait for 
us here till tomorrow. 

I walkbehind them up the hill, let them leave me behind. Listen 
to the crunch and slip of my leather shoes on the loose gravel. 

I cansee Andy up there standing near the hotel, waiting to talk 
to me. I don't want to stop with him tonight, talk ... I don't 
understand his talk. He is talking to Judith and Crowley, they 
are watching him smoke slowly between words. Late sunlight 
swirls in the smoke round their heads. I walk past and hear him 
saying it's me I'm thinking of ... I'm having doubts about an 

extremely long death. You know. I don't think I should occupy a 
tomb for too long. I'll have to decide soon ... 

Taking steps and thinking of calm rational sentences I can speak 
to Chris when I get home I reach the top of the hill above town. 
The two crystal spheres of Alfio Gambino's tomb on my left are 
shattered. Chunks of the precious crystal scattered across the 
grass. I climb over the wire fence and walk through these broken 
pieces towards the centre of the tomb where the body was once 
suspended. The crystal is cold in my hand when I pick up a piece. 
The crystal sings when I tap my wedding ring against it. The 
tombs don't last forever anyway Andy said to me. Thhere is no 
body, of course. I stand at the centre of the tomb and look 
backdown at the squat ugly houses of the town. The central road 
hasone tired bend in it just after the hotel. No one in this 

town is as startling as Geoffrey's mother crouching in the jar. 
The cedar oil injected into her anus is dissolving internal 
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parts into a fluid state. The bend in the road cannot compete with 
the bend in Crowley's iron hook. The last of the sunlight shatters 
against pieces of crystal. Even now, broken, the tomb is silent and 
beautiful. I should be enraged by this destruction, demand 
vengeance. This is irresponsible of me, I know, but I smile. 

Doing my best to walk, I run home. 

She is in bed, naked, reading a magazine. 
Look at this photo, she says, look at that tight dress, it makes 
her bottom look big. 
I agree with her; her tongue is red I am sure. 
You couldn't wear a dress like that if you had a big bottom she 
says. 
I don't mind. I like it. 
I couldn't wear a dress like that, not with my enormous backside. 

I shrug. There is no movement under the bed and there has obviously
been no change in the birthrate today. I think there is a tear 

in one of her eyes. There are splinters everywhere, and underneath 
my clothing the body sweats warmly. 
Alfio Gambino's tomb, broken, the body taken I say. 
Your guinea pig, it died today she say. 

The splinters break again, long glassy slivers everywhere. 

My knives are sharp. I have a workshop at the back of the house. 
I have ideas for a secret tomb, one that will be safe because it 
will be without ornament or monument. This tomb will be silent, 
it will be below the earth. Unlike all the others this one will 
be for the benefit of the dead and the living. 
She puts down her magazine. I hear it sliding off the bed onto 
the floor. 
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THEPLAN 
Cornelis Vleeskens 

He decided to change his name on the day his divorce came 
through. 'Call me Adam', he told his friends. They replied 
with an off-hand 'Sure Bill, whatever you say', suspecting 
the recent trauma. 
He really wanted to tell someone, though. It was like this, 
he'd had this vision ... But then they'd break in, still 
suspecting the trauma, or a bit too much solitude, laughing: 
'Come on down the pub for a game, loosen you up.' They 
figured it'd wear off in a couple of days, just as long as 
they kept him on the go, didn't let him think about it too 
much. 

* 
He seemed a bit vague. They could tell his mind wasn't on 
the game as he missed another easy shot. The only ball he'd 
potted all afternoon was the white. At the bar for a refill, 
he bumped into Di, spilling her brandy lime and soda. Surely 
she would understand. He started, 'Just imagine the whole ... ' 

but then the barmaid was after him for the money and he 
seemed to lose the thread. He left his change on the wet 
tea-towel and followed Di to her table. 
It was all so clear to him, but he couldn't get it out. 
Everyone was too busy getting sloshed to be bothered about 
him,and the noise level was rising. A whole shift of psych

nurses seemed to have invaded the place. Di was a nurse, but 
she was on days off. 'Where's the party tonight?' she asked 
Tim as he pushed through the masses. 'Don't know of one yet, 
love. I'll give you a yell '

• Bill felt out of it all. 

Aweek later and he still hadn't found any release. No one 
seemed to be taking him seriously. He couldn't get past the 
opening line and they'd be changing the subject. It became 
obvious that he needed a definite plan of action. He tidied 
upthe house, stacked all the empties in the unused laundry 

(thank God for laundromats!), and even pulled the blankets 
up over his greying sheets. He made sure all his unscratched 
records were safely stashed in the bottom of the wardrobe, 
along with the good glasses and anything else he valued.

* 
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People remarked how bright he looked that night, more like his 
old self. He wasn't trying desperately to collar everyone. 
Must have worked through it, at last, they thought, knowing 
full well that all he'd wanted to cry about for the last week 
was that bitch he'd been married to. Thank God she had moved 
back to the country where she belonged. Imagine what it would 
have been like if both of them ... No. That would have been 
too much. 
He was in luck. No one had a party lined up for the night. A 
bit unusual, for a Friday, but everyone figured something'd 
turn up before closing time. It did. Bill announced, quietly 
to a few friends but knowing the whole pub would find out, 
that he was thinking of having a bit of a celebration. 
'You know, let my hair down and get back into the swing of 
things'. 

* 
While it was in full swing you couldn't move in the place. 
Times like that, the house seemed to shrink. By 3 a.m. it was 
starting to thin out a bit, so you felt you could get something 
approximating fresh air. Bill (Adam) opened the windows to let 
the smoke roam the streets of Balmain. The neighbour's Afghans 
took it as a signal to start performing. 

It had pretty well wound down. There was only the close group 
left now, in the bedroom. Half a dozen of his acquaintances. 
Someone was snoring in the corner. Adam (Bill) was holding 
forth to the remainder of his captive audience, who were all 
too drunk to stop him explaining his vision. He looked benev
olently down on Di, who'd been trying all night to attract 
Tim's attention away from Wendy's boobs. 
DI, and his voice rang like a proclamation from the Gods, YOU
WILL BEAR MY FIRST CHILD, AND HE SHALL BE CALLED CHASCA, THE 
MORNING STAR. 

* 
The first light of dawn threw haloes around the circle of 
dumbfounded disciples. 
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"It took hours to explain the simplest things" - M. Duras 

REVIEW ............. OBLIQUE PIECES OF ANNA 

ITALY, by Anna Couani 
Clifton Hill, Vic. pub. by Robert Kenny/Ragman Productions, 
1977 (Rigmarole of the Hours 11) 

The book is passive, thin, and partly yellow. There are people 
moving in there, but they are not a central part of the book. 
The yellow blurb card inserted in the book has a paragraph of 
uninformative praise and claims that Marguerite Duras is "Lurk
ing" somewhere behind Anna Couani. At first this doesn't seem 
likely .because the works of Marguerite Duras (La Musica, 
L'Amante Anglaise, The Square, The Afternoon of Monsieur 
Andesmas) are so clearly centred on a fascination with person
alities while Anna's pieces remain at great distances from 
people. The book is a series of about thirty small pieces, the 
longest covering nearly five pages. They are presented like 
paintings in a gallery; she leads us past them and doesn't let 
us get too close. In one story she shows us an evening in a 
woman's home through a window as seen from the street. In 
describing a scene she does not get up and walk through it to 
discover it but is determined to list everything, even the 
ambiguities, from a static viewpoint so that the world she 
introduces to us is two dimensional in the way that represent
ational painting is still two dimensional. She even tells us she 
is freezing the world into a picture in'The Window'. One of her 
untitled pieces near the beginning contains a motor bike speed
ing through a corner and becoming an impressionist painting. 

When she describes events she distances us again by describing 
what is happening in the background or on the outskirts as 
though it is only here that what is significant is happening. 
These details dominate her 'Detective Story' to the point of 
pushing out the plot, and 'A Wave From A balcony', the story of 
the girl who fell from a shore line cliff is about what happen
ed around her. This is the way she seeks meaning in her world. 

This view of the hat, the woman, the street, the bay 
and the city beyond, always has something emotive in 
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·it ... that maybe out there one day you might be really 
happy. (from 'The View')

She moves among images that hint at everything, but finally refuse 
to help her understand. 

Looking at the hedge alongside the Bank, beside it, ground 
cover, looking like a bed. B, simple or crazy, said there 
were fairies in it and had one in her cupped hands. B had 
strange ideas, she believed that when she thought about a 
boy she loved, red hearts came out of her head, at the 
top. Suddenly feeling so stupid, "How can I be so stupid 
as to even look at the hedge." (from 'Yesterday and 
Today') 

Her detailing of the concrete world threatens to become an endless 
and pointless list at times. The reader's enjoyment dissipates, 
insights do not come ..... not being able to see the end or the 
beginning words pass over us. Although this and-then-and-then 
quality in the writing tires me, the book is saved by the oddness 
of its perspective and occasional moments of vividness - e.g., 
Open the door and the city noise thumps in - and perhaps by the 
fact that it is only sixty pages long. 

Towards the end of her book Anna comes up with a clear statement 
of the problem all her writing seems to be tackling: 

She had been waiting, before she moved or took a step in 
any direction, for something, anything, to become clear, 
to manifest itself with certainty. But nothing ever did 
and she had taken steps anyway, even if the original 
reasons, perhaps certain at the time, had later 
collapsed. In conversation, the same kind of thing kept 
coming up. (From 'The Weekend') 

So, although her book is presented in a self-conscious style, 
the directions it takes are as unpredictable for her as for us. 
It's a brave book for this reason, and is definitely one of the 
most interesting books from Australian writers in the last few 
years. If you want to browse through the book, my favourite 
pieces are'What A man', 'A Pause Or Interval' and 'Yesterday and 
Today'. 

Kevin Brophy. 
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